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Abstract 
Ultrashort optical pulses in the range of femtoseconds to picoseconds have 
many applications in optical communications, optical switching, time resolved 
measurement, instrumentation and sensors. Different generation methods utilizing 
semiconductor diode lasers and fiber lasers have been developed. They include Q-
switching, gain-switching and mode-locking. 
In this thesis, we describe and analyze several experimental techniques for 
generating ultrashort pulses. Using erbium doped fiber lasers, we implemented both 
active and passive mode-locking. The pulsewidth generated were 19 ps and 766 fs 
respectively. We obtained, with passive mode-locking, a fixed output frequency of 
around 20 MHz. With active mode-locking we achieved an output frequency as high 
as 10 GHz. Both output signals were close to transform-limited. In the case of 
semiconductor diode lasers, we described experiments with commercial and specially 
designed laser chips. For gain-switching, typical pulsewidths of 35 ps were produced. 
With external cavity to implement active mode-locking, 2 ps optical pulses were 
obtained. In both experiments, output repetition rates were controlled by modulation 
frequency, which was around 1 GHz. However, such pulses exhibited frequency chirp. 
Besides pulse generation, we also investigated some applications of ultrashort 
pulses. Using the femtosecond pulse source, we designed two new measurement 
techniques. The first to measure fiber dispersion parameter, obtained for standard 
single mode fiber a value of 17.9 ps/nm.km, was a good agreement with 
manufacturer's quoted value. The second to measure the puIse optical spectrum, used 
optical fiber to replace the role of diffraction grating pair. Other experiments for the 
purposes of pulse compression and repetition rate multiplication were investigated. 
For the optimized performance, we have achieved a compression factor of 5 (from 25 
ps to 5 ps) and a multiplication factor o f 9 (from 500 MHz to 4.5 GHz). 
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One of the main advantages of lightwave system over electronic ones is their 
ultrahigh speed and transmission capacity. Since the carrier frequency of light in 
lightwave system is much higher (10^^ to 10^^ Hz). With an aim toward the realization 
offuture ultra-high speed optical communication and ultrafast optical data processing 
systems, it becomes more important to implement the required optical source, which 
should be able to produce ultrashort pulses at ultrahigh repetition rates. These 
requirements can be satisfied by using fiber lasers and diode lasers. 
The first fiber laser was demonstrated as early as 1961 [1] using Nd-doped 
fiber with 300 i^m core diameter. However, the development of fiber lasers proceeded 
greatly only until late 1980s. Starting from 1989, mode-locking of erbium doped fiber 
lasers became popular, since it was capable in generating ultrashort pulses in the 1.55 
^m wavelength region. In terms oflightwave systems, fiber lasers can be used in both 
wavelength-division-multiplexing. (WDM) and time-division-multiplexing (TDM) 
systems. Since they can readily emit ultrashort pulses (as short as « 100 fs) and 
possess a relatively large tuning range (over 50 nm). For semiconductor diode lasers, 
the generation ofultrashort pulses can be traced back to 1967 [2]. Since then, progress 
had continued in experimental techniques and in theoretical understanding. A 
significant progress was made because of the first successfully demonstration of 
active mode-locking in 1978 [3]. To date, sub-picosecond optical pulses with 
ultrahigh repetition rate can be readily obtained by mode-locked diode lasers [4]. Just 
like the fiber lasers, diode lasers can be used in both TDM and WDM systems, ln 
addition, these two optical sources can be used in realizing optical solitons in long 
haul transmissions. Besides their function in communications, ultrashort pulse sources 
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can also be used as a strobe for high sensitivity optical sampling, optical sensor for 
temperature or stress, and laser gyroscope. 
The work described in this thesis is about the use of fiber-optics systems for 
short pulse generation. It includes a study of erbium doped fiber and its role in optical 
amplification. Such fiber can also be used to construct fiber ring laser, which is a 
potential candidate as a signal source in future high speed communications. Besides, 
the capability in generating ultrashort optical pulses by means of semiconductor lasers 
and appropriate fiber-optics systems is being investigated. The following section will 
give a brief overview of this thesis. 
1.2 Overview of the Thesis 
In Chapter 2, we review the theories of ultrashort light pulse generation 
methods for semiconductor diode lasers and fiber lasers. These techniques include 
gain-switching, Q-switching and mode-locking. Optical pulse compression by means 
of chirp compensation is also investigated. This is a simple but effective method to 
enhance the output pulsewidth generated from the above techniques. In addition, we 
describe the principles of common pulsewidth detection methods, including streak 
camera, high speed photodetector and autocorrelator. Some advance techniques are 
introduced for completeness. ‘ 
Chapter 3 describes the use of erbium doped fiber for constructing fiber 
amplifier and laser. We introduce the theory of erbium fiber as a three level laser 
system such that it is capable for optical amplification. The procedure for making and 
analyzing the EDFA is described. Modifying the layout of the EDFA, we can perform 
additive pulse mode-locking (APM) by means of polarization rotation to produce 
optical pulse. However, this experiment is considered not successful, since no pulse is 
giving out. Making use of the same EDFA again, we can perform active harmonic 
mode-locking by inserting the optical modulator. Near transform-limited, picosecond 
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pulses are successfully generated. The basic theory governing these two processes and 
the detailed experimental results are presented in this Chapter. 
Chapter 4 describes the experiment of passive mode-locking with the figure 
eight fiber laser configuration. Firstly, we introduce the working principles of 
nonlinear amplifying loop mirror, which is the key component for establishing mode-
locking in such configuration. Actually this technique is grouped as APM too. Then, a 
complete analysis o f the output optical pulse is presented, which includes the optical 
spectrum, pulsewidth and time-bandwidth product. 766 fs (measured at FWHM) 
optical pulses are produced with peak power up to 13 W. Finally, some special 
features observed during this experiment is discussed. 
Chapter 5 continues the experiment conducted in Chapter 4，which utilizes the 
ultrashort optical pulses for other applications. Firstly, we introduce a new idea which 
efficiently determines the dispersion parameter of an optical fiber sample. The 
principle is using the broad spectrum and spectral sidebands of the ultrashort optical 
pulse. Secondly, we describe a different experimental approach to measure the optical 
spectra of the ultrashort optical pulses. The major change is to replace the 
conventional diffraction grating pair with a piece of standard single mode fiber. 
Lastly, we try to demonstrate solitons transmission in standard single mode fiber with 
this high peak power ultrashort optical pulse train. Amplification of this optical signal 
is necessary in order to meet the criteria of solitons transmission. 
Chapter 6 summarizes several experiments for short pulse generation by 
semiconductor diode lasers. We begin with gain-switching of commercial available 
laser diode. Picosecond optical pulses can be easily obtained through this technique. 
To further improve the output signal's quality, we can undergo pulse compression and 
repetition rate multiplication with suitable fiber-optics systems. Besides, we have 
specially fabricated some multi-sections semiconductor laser chips. This structure is a 
combination of DFB narrow stripe and tapered amplifier stripe. Thus, different 
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driving currents can be applied to individual sections simultaneously, which is 
favorable for active mode-locking, amplifier gain modulation and wavelength tuning. 
Finally, Chapter 7 gives an overall conclusion and achievement of this 
research and any Mure developments or applications of these ultrashort pulse sources. 
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Chapter 2 
Review of Ultrashort Pulse Generation 
and Pulsewidth Measurement 
2.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter, we will review the theories governing the generation of 
ultrashort optical pulses through Q-switching, gain switching and mode-locking. The 
analysis will focus on diode lasers and fiber lasers. We will also discuss the principle 
of pulse compression which can enhance the pulsewidth generated by the above 
methods. Then, we will introduce the common techniques, including streak camera, 
high speed photodetector and autocorrelator, for ultrashort pulsewidths measurement. 
Some advanced methods which can provide additional information about the optical 
signal will be included in the last section. 
2.2 Q-switching [1-3] 
As the name suggests, Q-switching involves a sudden change of the Q factor 
ofthe laser resonator. The parameter Q is a measure of the sharpness ofthe resonance 
of the laser cavity, which can be written as: 
2 ^ { R , R , f ' (2.1) 
K 1 - M , 2 
where [i is the refractive index; / is the cavity length; Xo is the operating wavelength; 
and Rj/2 are the facet reflectivities. It can also relate to another term called Finesse {F) 
which possess a simpler expression. 
F = 灿 及 2 广 (2.2) 
l - ( i ^ i , 2 
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The idea of Q-switching comes from the low-frequency electronics for high power 
generation and switching. When this idea applied to laser diode, we use the fact that 
energy can be stored by creating population inversion. However, in a real laser cavity, 
there is spontaneous emission such that it is amplified by the population inversion. 
With a gain larger than unity, energy pumped into the laser system will be limited. To 
avoid this feature, the laser is prevented from oscillating by making the loss per 
round-trip very high. Without the amplified spontaneous emission to saturate the 
active medium, considerable energy can be stored. This corresponds to a small Q for 
the cavity. At this point when we suddenly switch the Q to a large value, giant and 
short optical pulse will be resulted. 
‘I loss 
r ] / / ^ 厂 




Fig. 2.1 Active Q-switching; evolution of loss and gain, carrier density, and optical power, n； is the 
initial carrier density just before pulsation. 
Let us look at the Q-swltching mechanism in diode lasers. Generally，Q-
switching can be classified into active and passive operation. Active Q-switching is 
not a common practice to generate optical pulses when compare to gain-switching or 
mode-locking. It utilizes an external modulation to change the loss and gain of the 
laser cavity, which is best illustrate by figure 2.1. Thus the output repetition rate will 
be following exactly the modulation frequency. In case of passive Q-switching, a 
saturable absorber will be inserted into the laser cavity. Using the nonlinear 
transmission characteristics of the absorber, pulse shaping will occur and lead to 
generation of short optical pulses. No external or optical modulation is required for 
the generation of pulses. Output frequency is governed by the pumping condition or 
1 
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the laser parameters. Figure 2.2 shows how the optical output changes with the carrier 
density. 
g a i n 广 厂 
/、、 / : z 〖 ‘ 
/ ‘ 
opticalpower ‘ / 
(solid lines) / 
or ； / / 
carrier density / / 
(dash lines) 乂 / 
loss 广、、、 广〜、、 
〜 、 J 〜 〜 〜 �-
t ime 
Fig. 2.2 Passive Q-switching; evolution ofcarrier density in the gain and absorber sections and the 
output optical power. 
Both active and passive Q-switching can be best explained by the simple rate 
equations (which will be describe in the next section). For active Q-switching, it is 
greatly depending on photon lifetime T# and initial inversion level 仏.For passive Q-
switching, the most important parameters that affecting its mechanism are the 
differential loss da/dn of the absorber, differential gain dg/dn of the amplifier, and 
carrier lifetime T ^ in the gain and absorber sections. It has been shown that the 
following conditions should be fulfilled in order to carry out passive Q-switching: 
^ ^ > 1 and y <1 (2.3) 
dg/dn “ 
With suitable experimental configuration, the above two schemes can be 
applied to fiber lasers, too. The analysis will be very similar except the gain medium 
is changed to active fibers. For laser diodes, a multi-sections cavity is a necessity. In 
fiber laser, we can perform special doping to different fiber sections or use bulk optics 
with external cavity. In addition, we can include optical or mechanical modulation . 
inside the fiber cavity. Generally, the pulse peak power generated by Q-switching is 
very large, but with a restricted pulsewidth, usually from several nanosecond to 
several tens of picosecond. 
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2.3 Gain-switching [1，5] 
Gain-switching is a very simple technique for producing optical pulses. It is 
mainly developed for semiconductor laser diodes. Its idea comes from the 
characteristics of relaxation oscillations when a laser diode is tumed on from below 
threshold by electrical pulses with a fast leading edge. Then short light pulses can be 
generated from exciting the first spike of the relaxation oscillation and terminating the 
electrical driving before the onset of the second spike. The short pulse generation 
process can be illustrate by figure 2.3. The applied driving current is shown on figure 
2.3a. Below threshold, lasing does not occur until the electrical pulse increases the 
injected carrier density above the threshold, as in figure 2.3b. Above the threshold, 
carrier density will reach �T h e n lasing occurs and represses the increase in carrier 
density, thus n(t) is pulled down to /7/-again. 
curreAt 
: � : . A — A j 
th| 1 1 1 h ^ 
carrier “ 
density . 
n t h : - j ^ V _ j k - � 





1 1 1 h ^ 
o 500 1000 1500 2000 
time, ps 
Fig. 2.3 Gain-switching: typical development of(a) driving current; (b) the carrier density; (c) output 
pulses. 
By means of a set of nonlinear rate equations, we can establish a simple 
analysis describing the dynamic phenomena in laser diode. 
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^ - ^ - g M - n . ) S - ^ (2.4) 
dt ed T, 
dS r ( NO S f>Vn 9 
— = F g o … - « / )S + (2.W 
dt T ph T ^ 
where S is the photon density; n is the carrier density; n, is the transparency density; go 
is the differential gain coefficient; p is the spontaneous coupling factor; e is the 
electronic charge; d is the active layer thickness; j(t) is the current density; T is the 
optical confinement factor; and x, and x^；, are the carrier and photon lifetimes. Notice 
that Eq. (2.4) and (2.5) are considered as single-mode, which can be modified 
according to the multi-mode conditions. Actually, they are also suitable for describing 
all short pulse generating techniques in laser diodes. In case of gain-switching, j(t) 
will be a train of short electrical pulses. 
The output pulse profile is asymmetry, with the falling time equals to 2-3 
times the rising time. Moreover, output pulse duration is limited by the rate of energy 
transfer between electron and photon populations. However, for extremely short 
driving pulses, output pulsewidth (Ax) in gain-switching can be approximated by 
Ax « T . + — . (2.6) 
g0^i 
To get more precise pulse shape and pulsewidth, we need to perform computer 
simulations which is based upon the single-mode rate equations. In practice, the 
typical output pulsewidth lies in the range of20-30 ps for InGaAsP lasers operating at 
1.55 ^im. The larger pulsewidth when compare with 850 nm region may be due to the 
enhanced nonlinear gain effects in quaternary materials. Actually the pulsewidth and 
the corresponding peak power depend on driving current, driving frequency, nonlinear 
gain coefficient, differential gain and the length of the device. It is demonstrated that 
for a given driving pulse amplitude, there exists an optimum d.c. bias level which 
generates the shortest pulses. For a d.c. bias level that is a few milli-ampere above the 
threshold, pulsewidth will be insensitive to the d.c. bias. 
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The laser linewidth under gain-switching exceeds the linewidth under CW 
operation. We describe this phenomenon as wavelength chi rp�Since the time 
dependence of the lasing wavelength is related to the time dependence of the carrier 
concentration due to the effect of free carrier on the refractive index. Then the 
instantaneous wavelength can be expressed as: 
入⑴二幽。 (2-7) 
^^ 0 
where ^i(t) and iig are the refractive index at times t and 0 respectively. There are 
many factors affecting the carrier induced refractive index changed. For simplicity, we 
can write as: 
^ { t ) A { t ) (2 .8) 
dn 
Combining Eq. (2.7) and (2.8), we have the expression of wavelength chirp for gain-
switching a laser diode 
^ X = ^ ^ A n (2.9) 
^0 dn 
where An = rij - rif. From Eq. (2.9), the estimated linewidth for gain-switched pulses is 
typically 0.2-0.3 nm. Because of such wavelength chirp, time-bandwidth product for 
such optical pulses are far from transform-limited condition. We will also introduce 
the term linewidth enhancement factor, a , to describe this spectral broadening effect. 
This effect is observed in both-single-mode and multi-mode lasers, where spectral 
broadening is occurred for every individual modes. Figure 2.4 illustrates the spectra of 
single-mode and multi-mode laser diode under CW operation and gain-switching. 
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Fig. 2.4 (a), (b) Optical spectra for single mode laser diode under CW and gain-switching operation; 
(c), (d) Optical spectrafor multi-mode laser diode under CW and gain-switching operation. 
As a conclusion, gain-switching provide a convenient way in generating 
picosecond optical pulses. It has the advantage that no external cavity and no 
sophisticated technology are required. The major disadvantages are the restricted 
pulsewidth and repetition rate. It cannot readily produce optical pulses in the 
femtosecond range. In addition, its spectral quality is relatively poor due to the 
induced wavelength chirp. 
2.4 Mode-locking [1，4，6] 
Inside a laser cavity, there exists a number of oscillating modes. The output 
electric filed is given as a sum of the different frequency components of the 
corresponding lasing modes. 
E{t) = Yj ^m e x p z[(co 0 + rnh(i^ )t + cj),,, ] (2 .10) 
m 
where A^ is the amplitude, while cj>^  represent the phase of the m-th mode. Between 
the modes, the relative phases are random fluctuating. However, if the modes are 
forced to maintain a fixed phase and amplitude relationship, then we can get the 
following output electric field. 
sinf(A: + l)6co^ / 2l , � ，。. i � 
_ = A o �( 义 \ , ; �e x p ( / o oO (2 .11) 
sin(5co/, / 2) 
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where 5cj) 二 伞 „, _ 伞,„_, (2- ^ 2) 
� ' • • m 二如'_(.«+"'8巾） (2.13) 
k is the number of locked modes and tj = t + 5cj)/5co. This results in mode-locking. 
Output pulsewidth will be proportional to the inverse of the spectral linewidth 
(l/AcOg), and is representing a transform-limited optical signal. 
Mode-locking can be realized by different techniques, including (1) active 
mode-locking with an external RF modulation to modulate the cavity gain or loss; (2) 
passive mode-locking using an saturable absorber (built-in or external). Besides, there 
exists hybrid mode-locking, colliding pulse mode-locking (CPM), and coupled-cavity 
mode-locking. The advantage of mode-locking is that it can readily generate much 
shorter pulses, typically from several picoseconds to several tens of femtosecond. 
Moreover it possess a better spectral quality since the outputs are usually transform-
limited. 
2.4.1 Active mode-locking 
Active mode-locking is achieved by applying an RF modulation which is 
equal to the cavity round-trip frequency. Under this condition, each spectral mode is 
driven by the modulation sidebands of its neighbors, and the phases of modes are 
locked. The output repetition, rate follows exactly the driving current frequency. 
Detuning this RF modulation from the resonance condition only leads to a 
degradation in the mode-locked pulses. It is not the same as Q-switching because Q-
switching acquires an arbitrary RF modulation. In addition, we can modulate the laser 
with an arbitrary choice of the cavity harmonic frequency so that we can obtained a 
higher output repetition rate. This is known as harmonic mode-locking, which is 
modified from active mode-locking and use the same setup. Special modulating 
scheme, known as rational harmonic mode-locking, can dramatically increase the 
• repetition rate only by slightly detuning the input frequency. 
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Active mode-locking can be realized in diode lasers or fiber lasers with similar 
experimental setup. However, due to the small dimensions of the diode lasers, the 
cavity resonance frequency will be extremely large. Directly modulating such cavity 
is very difficult. In general, we will acquire an external cavity configuration, as shown 
in figure 2.5, to lower the fundamental cavity round-trip frequency. Better 
performance is achieved in using anti-reflection (AR) coating at the output facet for 
the external cavity. This can remove the trailing pulses formed due to the residual 
reflection of the cavity facet. In case of fiber lasers, we will not have such problem 
since they usually possess a long cavity. 
laser diffraction laser 




mirror diode diode 
n i - n ^ ^ . ^ = 
」 \ \ V optical  
FP fiber 
etalon …） （d) 
Fig. 2.5 Thefour most common external cavity configurationfor laser diodes. 
、 
2.4.2 Passive Mode-locking 
A suitable saturable absorber inside the laser cavity is an important element for 
passive mode-locking. The working principle of the saturable absorber is as follows: 
Assume there is an optical pulse in the laser cavity, it will pass through the saturable 
absorber every round-trip. When the gain becomes saturated below the unsaturated 
gain, the trailing edge ofthe pulse will again experience a loss. If the recovery time of 
the absorber is faster than that of the gain，the gain will keep smaller than the loss 
except close to the peak ofthe pulse. In addition, the unsaturated gain is required to be 
larger than the unsaturated loss such that it remains as a laser cavity when above 
threshold. Hence, the combined action of the gain and loss saturation is to shorten the 
pulse by amplifying the peak of the pulse and attenuating both edges. Figure 2.6 
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and loss dynamic and the corresponding outputpower. 
w e have different approaches to implement the saturable absorber. In laser 
diodes, we should fabricate with multiple sections such that we can appUed a reversed 
bias to one section and establish the absorber. In addition, we can dope a short sec.on 
滋 ions to fonn the absorber. In fiber laser, we can use the charactenstic of 
pol.ization rotation 一 K e . effect to act as a saturable absorbe. We can also use 
1 . /XT A T AA�These two methods are making use ot 
the nonlinear amplifying loop mirror (NALM). These two m 
additive pulse mode-locking, which also belongs to passive mode-locking.  
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2.5 Optical Pulse Compression [7-8] 
Adapting microwave pulse compression technique in radar physics to the 
optical spectrum, we can achieve pulse shortening. By means of pulse compression, 
optical pulses as short as 6 fs at 620 nm had been produced and compression factor up 
to 5000 at 1.32 ^im was obtained. Optical pulse compression is accomplished in two 
steps. Firstly, there should be a chirp (i.e. frequency sweep) induced onto the pulse. 
Then, by means of a dispersive delay line which canceling the initial chirp, the pulse 
is compressed. In other words, with the presence of group velocity dispersion (GVD) 
in the transmission medium, different frequency components of a chirped pulse is 
traveling with different speeds. The trailing edge of the pulse will propagate faster or 
slower than the leading edge. With appropriate value for the GVD and distance of the 
transmission medium, the leading edge will catch up with its counterpart. Figure 2.7 
illustrates this principle schematically. 
wavelength initial pulses 
J ^ z \ P 
~ ^ ' ~ ~ ^ : — 、 compressed pulse^ 
\ compressed pulses 
amplitude - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
j| ^^~\^ ^^^^^nitial pulses^ '^^ ^N^ 
^ — • time 
Fig. 2.7 Principle ofoptical pulse compression. The upper trace shows the wavelength against time 
while the lower trace shows the intensity profile. 
The analysis for pulse compression can be treated as follows. Assume there 
exists an optical pulse with Gaussian profile and incident field given by 
1 
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relation is 
A T = 2 ( l n 2 / : r = 1.665r “ 丨 
Eq (2 14) is rewritten to Eq. (2.16) and the induced cMrp (assumed linear across the 
' i " o f l e pulse is also included s u c . 触 the pulse is no longer - s f o — 
™ l n . e .p . ss ion 如 . e _ a^er _ _ i o n ^ o u g h the _ e _ 
medium is shown in Eq. (2.17). 
( t ' ^ ( iC^ (2.16) 
^ ( 0 = e x p ^ - ^ J e x p ^ - y J 
( r2 f 2 _ J i _ ^ i ^ ) ^ ] (2.17) 
E^ = U ^ r ^ ( ^ J expl-2[r2_,P2Z ( l + <)]J 
• e C is the c _ parameter. Hence the optical pulse - — the — 
a . e . p . o p a . a t i n . a d i s t a n c e o f . ^ ^ ^ ^ 
,3 not equal to the conventional dispersion P — D ( p s / _ ^ ) . 
instantaneous pulsewidth T! iX!e intensity point) is expressed as 
T � f CMV . f M V T (消 
7 = [ r ^ J + W J 
, 一 ^ . (2.19) 
where 口2二-^；^" 
E , (2 18) shows that the pulse broadening depends on the relative sign of P. - d C. 
V, o r < 0 Tn terms of optical fiber, negative P^ 
Initial pulse narrowing will occur when P,C < 0. In terms P 
eo.esponds to the anomalous dispersion regime while positwe P. is the n nnal 
s p e l r e . . e . P o . -
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dispersion regime. The optimum fiber length and minimum pulsewidth that would be 
achieved is given by Eq. (2.20). 
z • = ~ ^ ~ ^ ' ^ ^ ~ and T. • = -—丁 (2.20) 
m'n l + C' |P2| [l + C'Y 
After compression, the output is examined through the compression factor F � a n d 
quality parameter Qc, which is expressed as 
F c = f and a = ¥ (2.21) 
Note that we just employ the linear dispersion effect. No higher order dispersion or 
nonlinear effects are involved. Similar equations can be derived for other pulse 
2 
profiles. Here suggests the formula for sech pulse shape. 
£(0, t) 二 sechf^l expf^^J^l (2.22) 
\TJ V 21 y 
and Ax = 2 lnfl + V 2 V = 1.7637 (2.23) 
\ / 
Normally, the ultrashort pulses generated by Q-switching, gain-switching and 
active mode-locking of laser diodes are already negatively chirped (C < 0), which is 
resulted from the rapid fluctuating refractive index under direct current modulation. 
Hence, with a transmission medium providing the normal dispersion {D is negative), 
we can easily achieve pulse compression. The choice of fiber is depending on the 
operating wavelength. In case of 1.55 ^im, dispersion shifted fiber with negative D is 
used. Although fiber compressor is simple for compressing chirped optical pulses 
from diode lasers, it has the disadvantage of lacking adjustment. The optimum fiber 
length is determined by the input pulsewidth and chirp parameter. It cannot response 
to changes in the input optical pulse. 
If an optical signal is initially unchirped (e.g. output of passively mode-locked 
fiber laser), we can induce the frequency chirp by using nonlinear properties, such as 
self-phase modulation (SPM) in optical fiber. This is the operating principle of fiber-
grating and soliton effect compressor. Both of them can be used to compress 
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transform-limited pulses. For the fiber-grating compressor, a piece of fiber is used to 
obtain the required frequency chirp (usually positive) through the evolution of SPM 
and GVD，and then compensated by a grating pair. However, such technique is not 
suitable for wavelengths above 1.3 jim since the grating pair can no longer provide 
anomalous GVD beyond this range. Figure 2.8 shows the layout of this compressor. 
For soliton effect compressor, it requires a reel of fiber only. This setup is more 
suitable for wavelengths beyond 1.3 ^im, since both SPM and anomalous GVD are 
experienced. 
optical fiber 」 
chirped � • “ ‘. 
^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ 
initial \J \J / / 
pulse / / 
d i f f r a c t i o n N ^  
grating ^ compressed 
pulse 
Fig. 2.8 Schematic drawing of a fiber-grating compressor. 
2.6 Pulsewidth Detection Methods 
Basically, there are,three different methods that had been widely used for 
measuring ultrashort pulsewidth. They include (1) streak camera, (2) high speed 
photodetector with sampling oscilloscope, and (3) nonlinear autocorrelation of the 
optical pulse. In addition, some techniques have been recently developed that can 
provide both the intensity and phase information simultaneously. The following 
sections will have a briefreview of the above methods [1, 5-6]. During our research 
works, we are mainly using high speed photodetector or SHG autocorrelator for the 
pulsewidth detection procedure. For more details about the project instrumentation, 
please refer t.o Appendix I. 
2.6.1 Streak Camera 
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The Streak camera can provide a real time direct measurement of the pulse 
intensity profile [9-10]. No further deconvolution or curve fitting is required. The 
main component of a streak camera is the electro-optical streak tube, as shown in 
figure 2.9a. It is basically an electron-optical image converter with a photocathode on 
the entrance face, and a phosphorescent screen at the output. The incident light hitting 
the photocathode is converted into a corresponding photoelectron distribution which 
is imaged on the phosphor screen with suitable electrostatic or magnetic electron 
optics. The deflection plates are supplied with suitable voltage ramp so that the output 
can be rapidly swept. Thus the temporal intensity profile of the input is representing 
by a spatial profile on the output screen. The experimental arrangement incorporating 
the streak camera for picosecond pulsewidth determination is shown in figure 2.9b 
[11]. An optical delay is arranged to produce, from a single laser pulse, a series of 
identical pulses with appropriate separations for calibrating the streak time scale. Then 
the distance displacement is directly related to time. Part of the input light is used to 
regenerate the streak deflection voltage ramp through the krypton circuit (K/S) and a 
sinusoidal voltage is applied to the deflector plate. 
focus cone deflector plate 
| \ • • . I—— 
photocathode ~ \ j / 
^ i l i^ I n / r 
I ^ ~ ^ , T f — _ 一 — - - - phosphor 
丨 一 ‘ screen 
I \l - U T 
slit lens \ ^ V 
h W M 
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Fig. 2.9 (a) The schematic ofa streak camera, (b) The experimental setupforpulsewidth measurement 
using a streak camera. 
The time resolution of streak cameras is mainly restricted by (1) the sweep 
velocity and width of the slit image on the phosphor screen; (2) The transit time 
spread of the photoelectrons; and (3) space charge effects. The fastest streak cameras 
have a time resolution of about 500 fs [12]. Although streak cameras are versatile 
tools for measuring optical pulses that have sub-picosecond time resolution, they are 
quite expensive and provide no phase information for the signal. 
V 
2.6.2 Photodetector and Sampling Oscilloscope 
High speed semiconductor photodetector is another simple and direct method 
to detect the pulse profile. It involves a straight conversion from optical domain to 
electrical domain. Various types of semiconductor photodetectors exist with response 
times as few as a few picoseconds. Pulses as short as 1 ps have already been measured 
by such device [13-15]. Its major advantages are the real time operation and giving the 
actual pulse shape ofthe optical signal. However, this device cannot resolve ultrashort 
light pulses in the order of femtosecond and the pulse profile detected does not carry 
any phase information, as the case in streak camera. Direct electronic detection of 
picosecond pulses requires not only fast photodetectors, but also suitably fast 
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electronic oscilloscopes for displaying the signal. For periodic pulse trains, we can 
obtain even higher resolution through sampling techniques. Sampling oscilloscope 
provides rise times of a few tens of picoseconds. Usually the time resolution of this 
method is determined by the bandwidth of the photodetector and the rise-time of the 
sampling oscilloscope characteristics. 
2.6.3 Nonlinear Autocorrelator 
Nonlinear autocorrelation is a method which simply translates the difference in 
time into separation in space [16]. That is to generate a signal proportional to the 
overlap o f the pulse with a time-delay replica. The output signal is maximum at zero 
delay time，and disappears when delay time exceeds the pulse duration. The basic 
equation governing this process is as follows: 
+00 
'l{t)I{t + n)dt 




where G'(x) is the autocorrelation flinction, I(t) is the input intensity profile and x is 
the relative delay ofI(t). When I(t) is a single isolated pulse, 0'(x) vanishes for large 
value of T and thus the half-width provides a measure of the duration of I(t). It is 
obvious from Eq. (2.24) that G'(x) is always symmetry for arbitrary shape ofI(t). For 
different types of optical signal, there will be different shapes for 0'(x), as shown in 
figure 2.10. Thus it is possible to identify bandwidth-limited optical pulses, pulses 
that have temporal substructure or any random noise on top of a CW optical signal by 
observing the shape ofthe output. It can be explained with IJt) as the noise modulated 
by a pulse-shaped envelope I/t) and give a resultant intensity profile I(t), 
Kt) = I„Wp(0 (2.25) 
and the corresponding autocorrelation function of I(t) will be, 
- G\z) = Gl(T)Gl{x) (2.26) 
where G—(T) are the autocorrelation functions of IJt) and Ip(t) respectively. 
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Gaussian �4 ( l n ) r ' 1 厂 2(ln2>c'1 ^ '^^ ^^ 
exp - ^ exp - - ^ 
一 _J 匕 J 
Hyperbolic secant 2�1.76广1 3(T COshT - s i n h x ) 1-55 0.315 
sec h rT^ 
square L A x 」 sinJi T 
Lorentzian 1 1 2 0.221 
^ r ^  
Table 2.1 Relationships between autocorrelation widths to the pulsewidths ofthe intensityprofile and 
the time-bandwidth productsfor the three common pulse shapes. Ax and Ax^ ^ are thefull-width at half-
maximum (FWHM) ofI(t) and 0'(T) respectively. Au is the spectral half-width ofthe corresponding 
pulse. 
To determine I(t) and the pulsewidth more completely, higher order 
correlation function should be used. Table 2.1 summarizes the autocorrelation 
function for the three common temporal profiles [8'. 
We can use different approaches to obtain the autocorrelation function of Eq. 
(2.24) for an optical pulse. The most common way is the second harmonic generation 
(SHG) autocorrelator with nonlinear crystal, as shown in figure 2.11. This technique 
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cannot reproduce the actual pulse profile. Again, it cannot give any phase information 
for the ultrashort pulse. 
2.6.4 Other Techniques 
Although the above three techniques can successfully determine the 
pulsewidth, they cannot provide information in the phase term. This section will 
suggest some advanced techniques which can overcome this problem. 
2.6.4.1 Spectrally Resolved Autocorrelation (SRA) 
The spectrally resolved autocorrelation uses a background-free intensity 
autocorrelator and an optical spectrum analyzer [23-24]. It involves the measurement, 
for several delays, of the spectrum of the sum-frequency pulse produced by an 
autocorrelator. In an autocorrelator as shown in figure 2.11, the pulse is split into two, 
and one is delay by x. The two parts are recombined in a nonlinear crystal to generate 
the SHG signal. If an optical spectrum analyzer is placed at the output of the 
autocorrelator to measure the spectrum of the SHG as a function of the delay x, the 
result is a spectrally-resolved autocorrelation. The SRA signal obtained is 
2 
+00 “ 
5(co,x) = Jv4(0^(r+x)exp[7(co - 2 ( ^ , ) t ] d t (2.27) 
—00 
By an iterative procedure ba�sed on phase-retrieval algorithms, the spectral amplitude 
and phase can be obtained from S((£i’ x). 
2.6.4.2 Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) 
The frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) determines the intensity and 
phase ofapulse without significant ambiguity [25-26]�FROG involves measuring the 
spectrum of a particular temporal component of the pulse by spectrally resolving the 
signal pulse in virtually any autocorrelation-type experiment performed in a near 
instantaneously responding nonlinear medium. FROG normally uses self-diffraction 
1 
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due to the ultrashort Kerr effect in glass as the nonlinear optical process. The self-
diffraction signal pulse is given by 
E,^{t,z) = E\t)E\t-z) (2.28) 




/™G(« ,T)= | ^ (^x)exp[ -yo3r ]Jo3 (2.29) 
—00 
From the theory of 2-D phase-retrieval, the complex electrical field E(t) (which 
corresponds to the phase term) can be obtained from IfWG(^, ^)-
2.6.4.3 Time Resolved Chirp Measurement 
Time resolved chirp measurement [27] utilizes a Fabry-Perot etalon (or other 
two beam interferometers) for optical frequency discrimination. The frequency chirp 
as a function of time is obtained through subtraction of the transmitted signals 
detected on the opposite slopes of an interference fringe ofthe etalon. 
2.6.4.4 Pulse Characterization using Linear Dispersion 
With a linear dispersive medium, ultrashort optical pulse can be easily 
characterized [28]. The ultrashort pulse is first spectrally dispersed, usually by 
standard single mode fiber (SMF), until it becomes long enough to be measured by a 
high speed detector and sampling oscilloscope. The phase is then determined by 
means ofanoptical delay discriminator. Once the phase and intensity of the pulse are 
known, and knowing the value of linear dispersion, phase and intensity of the original 
input pulse can be easily found by a linear transform. 
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Chapter 3 
Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier 
and Active Mode-locking 
3.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter, we will introduce the erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) 
together with active harmonic mode-locking in erbium fiber ring laser. We will first 
go through the basic principles of erbium fiber. Then we will focus on the 
construction, application and characterization ofEDFA. Furthermore, we will modify 
the EDFA, forming a preliminary configuration of fiber ring laser, and perform 
passive mode-locking. Finally, we will present the experiments of active mode-
locking with additional components which can generate stable picosecond optical 
pulses with high repetition rate. 
3.2 Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier 
The major trend of optical communication is trying to develop a transparent 
optical network so that the use of electronic hardware is minimized, and hence 
improving the network speed, reliability and flexibility. Erbium doped fiber amplifier 
is a good example. It plays an important role in the development of toure optical 
system since it allows the direct amplification of light as compare with the traditional 
electronic regenerator used in long haul communication. First of all, let us review the 
theory of erbium fiber. 
3.2.1 Background [1 -2] 
Erbium is one of the active materials (i.e., the rare earth or lanthanides) and 
becomes useful after doping into optical fiber. In amplifier applications, we need to 
1 
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know its strength and energy of absorption and fluorescence. The reason is that the 
absorption spectrum holds accurate information about the location of possible pump 
wavelengths and the ability to excite the erbium ions to higher energy levels. From 
this higher energy levels the electron can relax，transferring its packet of energy to the 
ground state either radiatively or nonradiatively. Such nonradiative deexciation 
involves the creation of phonons (i.e. a quantized vibration of the surrounding 
medium), whereas the radiative decay takes two forms, known as spontaneous and 
stimulated emission. In both cases, photons are emitted. Spontaneous emission always 
takes place while stimulated emission is the process that allows signal amplification, 
which is the desired property for fiber amplifier. Actually, similar optical 
amplification process is exhibited in semiconductor materials to make laser diodes or 
semiconductor amplifiers. 
• v ^ '9/2 
-jr � v ^ ^^ ^ ^ '11/2 
14 ms N j^^s^ • 
• ^ ^ ~ ' l3 /2 
800 nm 
980 nm 1530 nm 
1480 nm 
、 
T ' l5 /2 
Erbium ion 
Fig. 3.1 Energy level diagram for erbium ion. The various wavelengths of the optical transition are 
shown. 14 ms is the average lifetime in upper lasing level. 
A very useful way to illustrate the absorption and emission is through energy 
level diagram, as shown in figure 3.1. We may treat erbium as a three level laser 
system. Electrons will first transfer to the excited state and then back to the upper 
lasing level through fast nonradiative decays. The lower lasing level is either the 
ground state or a level so close to ground state. For erbium ion, it has several pump 
bands, the most common are 800 nm, 980 nm and 1480 nm, since they are readily 
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available with high power semiconductor lasers. Depending on the fiber materials, the 
lifetime in the upper lasing level can be found in the interval between 10 ms to 15 ms. 
Notice that besides the ground state absorption (GSA) shown in figure 3.1, there 
exists a process called excited state absorption (ESA). That means the erbium ions in 
the excited state would absorption energy from the pump wavelength to further 
transfer to higher states. This feature would occur in 800 nm and 980 nm pumping. 
This also explains the occurrence of green fluorescence when erbium fiber is pumped 
through 980 nm (550 nm green light is given out). 
The basic configurations for a EDFA are shown in figure 3.2. They includes 
co-propagating, counter propagating and bidirectional pumping schemes. Usually, 
additional components (such as filter, isolator or fiber grating) would be inserted [3] 
inside the EDFA to obtain further improvement in performance. In addition, we can 
classify an EDFA according to the input power level. The configuration used will be 
greatly depending on the specific application. 
pre-amplifier : signal power < -30 dBm 
in line amplifier : signal power « -15 dBm 
power booster : signal power = 0 dBm 
X 
erbium doped fiber erbium doped fiber output 
™ , � C W ) ‘ — 1 C W ) , :_gT 
~ ^ W “ 。utput )@( ^ _ 
^ r ^ amplified ‘ ^ 
pumpsignal WDM signal ^ D M p ^ p 
coupler coupler signal 
X fusion splicing joint X fusion splicing joint 
‘ (a) (b) 
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—— —— " ~ ~ 
erbium doped fiber output 
r K X \ amplified input (U] ] signal 
signal , . VVV>' K , . 
- 3 f ^ ^ ® C ： ^ 
3 二 二 二 
X fusion splicing joint 
(c) 
F,. S 2 _ c conf—ns for _ ⑷一一 一(‘)一―‘ 
pumping; (c) bidirectional pumping. 
- some ofthe amplifier characteristics are needed to clarify. They includes gai. 
— f l u o r e s c e n c e — ， n o i s e f - e ， � —贩 length, and ampMec 
spont.eous emission (ASE). Usually, we wUl a s s _ a homogeneous , p : 
I EDFA, but some recent researches have found out the inhomogeneous behav.o 
due to hole burning [4]. All the above measurements can be completed : = 
experiment setup [ 5 ] . 働 the P — s in hand, we can easily de .gn the ED 
^ . r^ 71 Although the gain bandwidth for erbium is ver 
with an optimum performance [6-7]. Althougn m g . ^ , - ^ 
large (from 1.53 陣 to 1.57 畔)，the relative amplitudes are not the s a - S o m . m . 
there may be a difference of 10 dB. Thus special techniques are developed to obtain 
flat gain for the whole transmission window [8-10]. 
y 
！ Actually, we can obtain a fiber ^ U f i e r for 13 畔 聊 ： 二 = 
materials doped in fiber are usually praseodymium (Pr) or neodymium (Nd) [11]. 
analysis is the same as EDFA. 
3.2.2Experiment 
According to the above information, we have constructed a EDFA. I ‘ 
preliminary model where the perfonnance is not optimized. The layout can be refen 
to figure 3.3. Components used are listed below: 
._ , / 
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1. pump laser, Nortel model LC91-20 with pigtail, center wavelength 二 978.4 
nm, maximum output power = 100 mW. 
2. Erbium fiber, donated by BNR, core diameter = 9.5 ^im, low doping 
concentration, length 二 12 m. 
3. Isolator and WDM coupler, products of MP inc. 
4. Optical spectrum analyzer, HP model 70951B. 
5. Optical power meter, HP model 8153A. 
6. Tunable laser, HP model 8168F. 
This configuration accompanies a co-propagating pumping and an isolator is 
located at the output of the amplifier. Its function is to ensure a unidirectional 
operation and prevent the accumulation of ASE power, since a small fraction of 
reflected ASE can result in lasing. The length of erbium fiber used is suggested by the 
manufacturer and it is believed not an optimized value. The position of the isolator is 
very critical. The best position is suggest to be in the middle of the erbium fiber, so 
that the resultant gain can be very high (up to 54 dB) [12]. However, such 
arrangement is destructive and needs to cut the erbium fiber into two pieces. 
optical 
pump spectrum 
laser 、 analyzer 
X o i f W -
r ri)T^ji erbium • ~ r ^ 
/ WDM 」 」 isolator , doped 
^ J _ _ ^ fiber  
tunable power 
laser meter 
X FC/FC connector or fusion splicing joint 
Fig. 3.3 Layout of the EDFA with the measuring system. 
Figure 3.4 shows the backward and forward fluorescence spectra with a pump 
power equals to 75 mW. They exhibit a typical dual peaks nature, one at 1.53 i^m and 
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the Other at 1.55 ^m. The total average powers are 1.35 mW and 0.465 mW 
respectively. Actually the gain spectrum will follow the same shape as this 
fluorescence spectrum. The formation of these spectra is the result of ASE and is the 
major source of noise in EDFA. Although these optical signals are all CW 
components, they greatly alter input signal spectrum. It is recommended to remove 
most of the ASE power by means of optical filter. 
-201 -1�n 
i : l y v ^ i： ; y v ^ ^ 
I - 5 0 J 夕 \ ^ I - 5 0 - 乂 ^ ^ 
-60 ^ ； -60 H ^ ‘ 
1 4 8 0 1 5 0 0 1 5 2 0 1 5 4 0 1 5 6 0 1 5 8 0 1 6 0 0 1 4 8 0 1 5 0 0 1 5 2 0 1 5 4 0 1 5 6 0 1 5 8 0 1 6 0 0 
wavelength, nm wavelength, nm 
(a) (b) 
Fig.3.4 (a) Fluorescence spectrum measured at the input port ofthe EDFA; (b) Fluorescence spectrum 
measured at the output port. 
We have also measured the gain of this EDFA with different wavelengths. The 
result is grouped below. The maximum pump power supplied is 55 mW, which 
already forces the amplifier to its saturation region. We are focusing on the range from 
1.53 ^im to 1.55 ^im (the' wavelength peaks of erbium fiber), since for other 
wavelengths the gain is much smaller. The general trend is the lower the input power, 
the higher the gain obtained. For input power close to 0 dBm (large signal gain), the 
gain will be as little as 5 dB. The transparent pump power is around 10 mW 
(depending on the wavelength), where the optical signal can pass through the 
amplifier without loss or gain. There is also a saturation power for each wavelength. 
Notice that the input signal is provided from a tunable laser, and thus it is measuring 
the gain for CW signal. There will be some deviations for pulsed signal, which is 
estimated to be a smaller gain due to the higher peak power it possess. Specially 
designed amplifier systems are used to amplify ultrashort optical pulses [13-14]. For 
more details, please refer to section 5.4. 
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equals to -12.2 dBm,the amplifier gain degrades greatly to around 12 dB. 
Fromthe information obtained above, we can calculate the noise figure (N 
: of this EDFA. Actually noise figure is defined as 
SNR,, (3.1) 
NF = — 
SNRou, 
where 耀丨” is the input signal-to-noise ratio while SNRo,t is the output signal-
noise ratio. The qualitative relationship is expressed as Eq. (3.2) such that all 
parameters are readily obtainable. 
1 ( P^sE d ) - (3 .2) 
NF = —— .———~" + 1 
G KAv'h'V / 
where G is the amplifier gain; P^ forward propagating ASE power; h is the Planc 
constant; u is the signal frequency and Au measurement bandwidth. The noise flg 丄.’"* ?々• 
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^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ M ^ ^ ^ M 
can accordingly be interpreted as a measure of the spectral density of the ASE around 
the signal frequency. Since our EDFA has not optimized, the best noise figure 
obtained is just 6.8 dB, with an input power equal to -6 dBm and operating at the first 
gain peak of 1.53 ^im. For this EDFA, a relatively higher input power favors a better 
noise figure (but not a large signal power) since it depletes the gain faster and 
generates less ASE power. The quantum limit for the noise figure is 3 dB, and no 
EDFA can have a value smaller than this. 
Further characterization and optimization is necessary, but it is left for other 
projects which do need to use a high quality EDFA. 
3.3 Additive Pulse Mode-locking (APM) 
Besides gain-switching of semiconductor lasers, we can use the erbium fiber 
for generating optical pulses. It just requires a slight modification in the EDFA 
configuration to introduce feedback mechanism of a laser cavity. The most common 
practice is a ring cavity, that means the output port of the EDFA is connected with its 
input port. 
Detail layout o f the experiment can be referred to figure 3.6a. It is an EDFA 
composes with bulk optics which include wave-plates, polarization beam splitter 
(PBS), freespace isolator and microscope objectives. The fiber pigtailed isolator is a 
redundant in this setup but it is no need to remove it. The principles behind is called 
additive pulse mode-locking (APM), which belongs to passive mode-locking [15-16]. 
Actually, APM action is achieved by a nonlinear polarization rotation, as shown in 
figure 3.6b [17-19]. Isolator is used to force a unidirectional operation. Two sets of 
wave-plates together form the nonlinear Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The half and 
quarter wave-plates first transform linear polarization into elliptic polarization. SPM 
in the fiber rotates the ellipse. The polarizer transforms the rotation of the ellipse into 
amplitude modulation. In an ideal system in which the polarization axes would be 
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• " — 
maintained in linear operation, only one set of wave-plate is n e c e s s a r y : 
configuration requires two sets of wave-plates is to compensate for uncontrollable 
polarization transformation in the non-polarization maintaining fiber. 
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Fig. 3.7 Output pulse train from the APM fiber laser, (a) with eight times averaging; (b) without 
averaging. 
3.4 Active Mode-locking 
3.4.1 Background 
Although passive mode-locking is unsuccessful in the above setup, still we can 
observe some periodic amplitude modulation at the output (especially after averaging 
by the sampling scope). Thus we switch our target to active mode-locking which use 
some external means to force the pulsation. Similar to the case ofsemiconductor laser, 
the basic element of active mode-locking in fiber laser is an RF signal, which is used 
to initiate a phase relationship between the random circulating modes inside the laser 
cavity. It is a simple and convenient way for picosecond pulse generation with tunable 
output frequencies. It also has a potential in giving transformed-limited ultrashort 
pulses with extremely high repetition rate which is difficult to achieve by 
conventional electronic devices. This feature is important in realizing future ultra-high 
speed optical communication [20-22]. Recently, 200 GHz repetition rate has been 
demonstrated using active mode-locking of fiber laser [23 . 
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modulation frequency is detuned to 1527.5 MHz, output will be appeared as figure 
3.9b, where the repetition rate is doubled, giving the output of 3 GHz. Further 
detuning the RF to 1530 MHz will produce an output of around 6 GHz, as shown in 
figure 3.9c. Similar effect can be obtained for other harmonics, as shown in figure 
3.9d，e and f, where the 230th harmonic is choosen. Maximum output repetition rate 
recorded in this experiment is 10 GHz, which is limited by the response of the 
triggering head (2.5 GHz). 
The multiplication factor can be infinite in theory, but in practice it is 
depending on the accuracy of the modulation frequency and among of pump power 
supplied into the laser system. However, the larger the multiplication factor, the 
poorer the pulse train's quality. As you can observe that the amplitude of the pulses 
will fluctuate greatly for larger multiplication. Then some pulses will be missed 
during the triggering process. Also the amplitude for a x2 case will bejust halfthat of 
a xl case. Therefore it may be very difficult to detect the signal for a too large 
multiplication. In this setup, the upper limit for the multiplication factor is about four. 
Exceeding this value, serious degradation will be found in the pulse train. Using the 
high speed photodetector, the pulsewidth for there pulse trains is measured to be 28 
ps, no matter what the multiplication factor is. The average output power is 1.23 mW, 
which gives a pulse peak power of about 42 mW for the output repetition rate equals 
to the modulation frequency. Obviously, the peak power will be 21 mW and 10.5 mW 
when output frequency is doubled and times four respectively. 
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A / = 4么入 （ 3 . 3 ) 
J 入2 
where A/is the spectral half-width in Hz; c is the speed oflight in freespace; \ is the 
lasing wavelength; and AX is the spectral half-width in nm. Note that Eq. (3.3) is an 
approximation provided L \ is small. Hence the time-bandwidth is calculated to be 
0.378, which is nearly transform-limited (ideal case is 0.315 for sech^ pulse shape and 
the corresponding pulsewidth should be 15.89 ps). Usually, the optical pulses 
generated by mode-locking of fiber laser are very close to transform-limited. The 
small deviation may be raised from the (1) small amount of dispersion effect at the 
launching fiber; (2) measurement error of the autocorrelator; and (3) incomplete 
mode-locking. However, there is an uncertainty in measuring this spectrum since the 
resolution bandwidth for the OSA is just 0.1 nm. Nevertheless, the experimental result 
is still reasonable. 
i ； ^ i ^ ^ ^ 
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Fig. 3.10 Autocorrelation tracefor the active mode-lockedpulses. Pulsewidth = 19ps, assumedsech' 
pulse profile. 
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One special feature is that the lasing wavelength (which is composed of j： 
g,oup of locked modes and cannot be resolved by the optical spectrum analyzer) wi 
switch from one to another, when we adjust the modulation frequency. Figure 3.1 
shows this effect. The major lasing wavelengths are always around 1.53 and 1.55 叫丨. 
which are coincide with the gain peaks ofthe EDFA. This may due to the selection 
appropriate lasing wavelength for a fixed modulation frequency. Since there e x . r 
numerous number of modes inside the cavity, and they have slightly d.ffere 
.oundtrip frequencies. When modulation frequency is changed, they : | 
automatically switch to those that will match with such modulation conditions. N o . 
that it is not a Continuous tuning in wavelength, and the lasing w a v e l e n g t h s � 
discrete. There exists some wavelengths in between 1.53 and 1.55 叫 but t h e y � 
very difficult to excite. Maybe there exists a driving condition that can simultaneou 
enhance all the lasing wavelengths and achieved a multi-wavelength laser by act 
mode-lodang. However, there seems to be no qualitative relationships with the las 
wavelength and the driving conditions. Nevertheless, all output spectra are cons.de 
as single wavelength as they possess a s i d e - m o d e - s u p p r e s s i o n - r a t i o (SMSR) wh 
are more that 20 dB, and the spectral half-widths are roughly equal to 0.16 nm for 
cases. 
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Fig. 3.12 Switching in lasing wavelengths with different modulationfrequencies, (a) X = 1530 nm; (b) 
X = 1533 nm; (c) X = 1553 nm; (d) X = 1560 nm. 
3.4.3 Discussion 
The technique responsible for frequency multiplication is known as rational 
harmonic mode-locking [23-24]. This method entirely uses the modulation frequency 
to control the output repetition rate, instead of changing the DC bias of the modulator. 
Actually, it is easy to obtain a doubling in frequency if we bias the modulator 
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p,operly. In this method, however, the modulator is operated at a fixed voltage, which 
is in the linear region ofits characteristic curve. 
The theory behind the repetition rate multiplication can be obtained by 
considering the interaction between circulating pulses and the cavity loss modulation. 
When the laser is mode-locked at its K-th harmonic of its cavHy resonance frequency, 
there should be K pulses circulating inside the cavity. The effect of reducing (or 
increasing) the RP modulation frequency is to delay the arrival of each pulse w .b 
respect to loss minima. If each pulse is delayed half of the modulation period，on its 
next arrival to the modulator, it will pass with its loss at maximum. However, the hfe. 
time of the gain medium (typical 12 ms for erbium) is much longer than the puls. ^ 
- ,erro4 complete .uenching ofthis pulse does not occur. When the pulse propaga.：. 
one roundtrip again, it suffers a further delay of half a period such that it rece.ves t .丨 
minimum loss and maximum gain. Hence each pulse will experience minimum los 
every second roundtrip. When we apply this concept to all pulses inside the cav.y, th 丨  
p.ocess will establish a repetition rate double that o f the modulation. S.milarly . 
can tnple and quadruple the repetition rate by detuning the modulation « T/ 仏 
and T/4 respectively (T can be viewed as the cavity period). We can refer to flgu] 
‘ 1 
3.13 for this mechanism. 丨： 
� i, 
T/2 
k _ v h ^ H ^ ^ ^ s 
mL0L^^ 
~ t 1 ^ c 
阳 S,s Ti-, a—mfor re_on 詹 - _ w/^- dr..n,fre,uency is ,eU.e,from o. 
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We can summarize the theory as below: 
driving frequency = /m�d 士 ^ ^ (3 4) 
output frequency « l � d 
where/^d is the modulation frequency and k is an integer that you wish to multiply. 
The output repetition rate will then be n times the modulation frequency. The f— 
must be a harmonic of the cavity fundamental frequency, and must be much larger 
than the fundamental. 
Although optical pulses are generated successfully, there is room for 
significant improvement in its performance. First of all, we can acquire the technique 
of regenerative mode-locking, i.e. a portion of the output optical power is used to 
trigger the RF synthesizer which is then used to drive the modulator inside the laser 
cavity. Thus, the RF signal is now varying from time to time according to the output 
status, in stead of a fixed value. Since fiber lasers are sensitive to small environment 
perturbations, such as thermal fluctuation and acoustic vibrations that affect the cavity 
length. This arrangement can adapt to the continuous fluctuating cavity conditions and 
produce a more stable output. Most of the active mode-locking fiber laser experiments 
are using this configuration [20-23]. However, this technique requires more apparatus 
which would increase the cost ofthe setup greatly. Apart from varying the modulation 
frequency, we can also achieve stabilization through adjustment in the cavity length 
[25-26]. The output is continuously monitored and used to control a piezo electric 
tube for varying the fiber length slightly. The addition of FP filters [27] can also helps 
in suppressing unwanted modes and prevents the wavelength switching effect, as 
shown in figure 3.12. However, this arrangement may limit the transmission 
bandwidth of the laser and output pulsewidth cannot reach the femtosecond range. 
Lastly, we can also replace the ordinary fibers with polarization maintaining fibers 
.[20-23]. This prevents the polarization rotations and helps to suppress the pulse-to-
.pulse intensity fluctuations, but again increase the investment cost. 
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3.5 Chapter Summary 
In this Chapter, we have demonstrated the characterization and use of EDFA, 
additive pulse mode-locking and rational harmonic mode-locking. The maximum gain 
for the EDFA, with input signal around -23 dBm, is about 23 dB at 1530 nm operating 
wavelength. The best noise figure obtained is around 6.8 dB. Still we can optimize the 
EDFA,s performance. For the APM experiment, no stable pulse train is produced 
since some requirements for passive mode-locking are not fiilfilled. In rational 
harmonic mode-locking of fiber laser, stable picosecond pulses are generated. The 
FWHM pulsewidth is 19 ps, assumed sech^ pulse shape. Peak power is found to be 42 
mW. The spectral half-width is 0.16 nm, showing a nearly transform-limited pulse 
with time-bandwidth product of 0.378. The output repetition rates can be vary from 
1.5 GHz to 10 GHz, depending the input modulation frequency. Using a faster 
synthesizer, optical modulator with improved cavity configuration, the output 
repetition rate can be significantly increased. Notice that the same principle have 
already generated 200 GHz pulse train for optical TDM transmission. 
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Chapter 4 
Passive Mode-locking of 
Erbium Doped Fiber Laser 
4.1 Introduction 
After performing the rational harmonic mode-locking of erbium fiber ring 
laser, we continue to generate ultrashort light pulses by means of passive mode-
locking using erbium doped fiber. As stated in Chapter 2, passive mode-locking 
requires an ultrafast saturable absorber inside the laser cavity. To Mfill this 
requirement, different techniques and configurations were investigated. In this 
Chapter, we describe the experiment of passive mode-locking utilizing the figure eight 
configuration erbium doped fiber laser (F8L). 
4.2 Background 
The figure eight fiber laser was first reported in 1991 as being capable of 
generating 1.55 ^m ultrashort optical pulses [l-2]. Due to its simple configuration and 
、 
the ability ofproducing high peak power femtosecond optical soliton, it attracted the 
interest of many research groups. With suitable choice of fiber materials, the same 
configuration can even generate 1.3 ^m optical pulses [3-4]. Figure 4.1 shows the 
basic experimental layout. It may be regarded as a fiber ring laser with an amplifying 
pulse shaper inside the cavity. The 50:50 coupler, erbium doped fiber and wavelength 
division multiplexer (WDM) pump coupler together form the nonlinear amplifying 
loop mirror OSfALM), which serves as a pulse shortening and gain element. A 90:10 
coupler is connected to the NALM to form the output port. A pigtailed optical isolator 
is added to force a unidirectional operation in the laser cavity. Notice that polarization 
controllers are needed to match the polarization of light circulating inside the two 
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mode-locking, except that if a phase shift greater than n is generated, the transmission 
would then decrease to its former minimum value. This analysis is essentially a 
variant of additive pulse mode-locking (APM) in section 3.3. Another active fiber 
device called nonlinear optical loop mirror fNOLM) has a similar setup and switching 
characteristics as the NALM, except a non 50:50 fiber coupler is used to replace the 
role of erbium fiber. These two configurations possess the merit of being an all fiber 
system. No other bulk optics is required. Figure 4.2 shows typical layout of a NALM 
and its transmission characteristic. 
polarization 
input controller 
. 一 ~ ^ ^ 7 ¾ 
^^H^ NALM 
^oii^ Erbium> 
/couplerV fiber 7 
J V ^ v 
output /^"t=^^^ 
980 nm ^ ⑷ 
transmission 
5 0 1 1  
A 
[h^ J ^ 7 ^ ^ —  1 2 
input energy 
(b) 
Fig. 4.2 (a) Experimental layout ofa conventional NALM. (b) A typical transmission characteristicfor 
the NALM. 
4.3 Experimental Setup 
Firstly, we would study the experiment setup of the figure eight laser. Detail 
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4 m while the laser cavity 6 m. Due to the high doping concentration, the length of 
erbium fiber used is just 12 m. 
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Fig. 4.3 (a) L-I curvefor the Seastar 980 nm pump laser, (b) The corresponding optical spectrum when 
the laser is above threshold. 
In capturing the real time pulse train, another photodetector with 3 GHz 
bandwidth is needed to provide the triggering signal for the sampling oscilloscope. An 
extra 90:10 coupler is connected to the output port of the fiber laser so that the pulse 
train is divided into two portion. 90% is directed to detection system and the 
remaining 10% is used by the slow detector. Since the maximum peak power that the 
high speed detector can tolerate was just 100 mW, and the output peak power for the 
figure eight laser could possibly be very large (usually up to several Watts) in case of 
successfully passive mode-locking, attenuating the optical power is recommended for 
the reason of safety. This could be done by including a fiber attenuator or neutral-
density filter (ND filter) before the detector input. Figure 4.4 summarizes the 
complete experimental and characterization setup. 
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Fig. 4.4 Overview ofexperimental setupfor ultrashort pulse generation withfigure eight laser. 
4.4 Initiating Mode-locking 
Initially no pulses are detected since the passive mode-locking has not been 
established even i fwe supply with 90 mW pump power, which is believed to be larger 
than the threshold value. To iriitiate mode-locking, the following experimental 
procedure should be followed: 
1. Supply the laser cavity with excess pump power, usually above 90 mW. 
2. Adjust the polarization controllers for an optimal position. Monitor the output 
optical signal during the adjustment. A large CW component with severe 
random noise is preferred. 
3. Apply perturbations to the fiber laser cavity by mechanically flicking the fiber 
laser at point X in figure 4.5 until a stable pulse train is established. The initial 
pulse pattem is not important. 
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recorded is 155 ps, which is certainly not a result of passive mode-locking). Thus a 
smaller bandwidth can still provide sufficient time resolution for such a low signal 
repetition rate (due to the long cavity length). The pump power for the two cases are 
kept at 90 mW. This figure showed only two samples. In practice, we can obtain many 
different output pulse patterns. Usually, the multiple pulses pattern are highly unstable 
and may destroy the mode-locking process. 
0.08 - 0 .08 -j 
�o . o e J 3 o�6 — 
1。.。4 i。叫 
• — ( A 1 
I 0.02. I � . 0 2 � 
至 0.00 l^|Vy^ ^^ VyN<^ <_<>>^ wJ|U^ J^l>^  •- 0.00 一«_>l|J|J|^V^»A^^™"^^|*fWy^ 
-0.02 ^ , , , . ^ 02 ^  
0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100 
time, ns time, ns 
� (b) 
Fig. 4.6 Multiple pulses output capture by a 3 GHz photodetector. Pump power is 90 mWfor the two 
cases, (a) Double pulses within a period, (b) Triple pulses within aperiod. 
In order to get a single pulse pattern, we should reduce the pump power and 
slightly detune the polarization controllers. There is a threshold pump power for a 
specific orientation of the polarization controllers. However this value would not vary 
too much for a fixed operating condition. In this experiment, the threshold pump 
power is found to be 30 mW. Below this value, the pulse train would disappear [20]. 
Figure 4.7 shows a pure single pulse pattern and the corresponding zoom-in picture. 
They are captured by a 25 GHz photodetector and a 40 GHz sampling oscilloscope. 
The pulsewidth is measured to be 16.3 ps, which is limited by the responsitivity of the 
detection system, as indicated by the undershoots and ripples developed in the pulse 
trains (this observation is found in both the 3 GHz and the 25 GHz detectors). The 
period of the pulse train is about 47 ns, which corresponded to a repetition rate of21.3 
MHz. For the case of multiple pulses, the same repetition period (as well as 
pulsewidth) can also be obtained. The measured period is equivalent to a fiber length 
o f lO m, as estimated before the any fusion splicing. 
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Fig. 4.7Singlepulse output captured by a 25 GHz photodetector. FWHMpulsewidth = 16.3 psfor a 
pump power of 35 mW. 
4.5.2 A utocorrelation Trace 
Since we cannot obtain the actual pulsewidth from the former pulse train, we 
need to perform the nonlinear autocorrelation. Figure 4.8 shows two typical 
autocorrelation traces. The measurement is repeated many times with different 
operation modes ofthe autocorrelator. No matter the optical spectrum, pulse pattern or 
pump power are, single pulse profile is recorded in the autocorrelation trace. For a 
multiple pulses output pattern, the large separation between successive pulses has 
already exceed the largest scanning range of the autocorrelator (170 ps) and thus 
leaving a single pulse again. The measured pulsewidths with the corresponding pulse 
profile are as follows: � 
1. Gaussian; pulsewidth = 840 fs 
2. Hyperbolic Secant square; pulsewidth 二 766 fs 
3. Lorentzian; pulsewidth = 594 fs 
Normally, we would quote the value with Hyperbolic Secant square. Since the optical 
signal possess a large peak power, the autocorrelation trace is more smooth when 
compare with gain-switched pulses. Thus, precise curve fitting becomes unnecessary. 
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Fig. 4.8Autocorrelation traces with pump power equals to (a) 55 mW, and (b) 45 mW. 
4.5.3 RF Spectrum 
We cannot measure the RF spectrum directly from the optical signal. The 
optical pulse should first convert to electrical signal by a photodetector, and then 
capture by the RF spectrum analyzer. Figure 4.9 shows the RF spectrum of the 
ultrashort light pulse. The spectnlm is stable and widely spread. Its shape is close to a 
sinc function (in linear scale)，which indicates a very narrow temporal profile in time 
domain. We can also obtain the pulse repetition rate by looking at the separation of 
successive frequency components，which is about 21 MHz. Since photodetector 
bandwidth cannot catch up with that of the optical signal, we are actually measuring 
the detector's impulse response. 
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Fig. 4.9 RF spectrum with range (a) 0 to 3 GHz and (b) 0 to 200 MHz, ofthe optical pulse generated 
by thefigure eight laser. The spacing of the components isfound to be 21 MHz. 
4.5.4 Optical Spectrum 
Before pulsation, only random circulating modes are observed. However, once 
mode-locking has started, the optical spectrum is entirely different. A broad spectrum 
with sidebands is observed. The output wavelength is represented mainly by the 
central lobe since most of the power is concentrated there. Figure 4.10 shows the 
optical spectra for the un-locked and locked outputs. The central wavelength is around 
1565 nm and the spectral half-width is 6 nm, which does not account for the 
amplitudes of the sidebands. Slightly altering the polarization controllers may change 
the central wavelength and the shape, especially the amplitude and position of the 
sidebands, in the optical spectrum but would not affect the spectral half-width of the 
main lobe. For different pump power, the corresponding appearance of the optical 
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spectrum would be different too. If excess pump power is injected into the laser 
cavity, some unstable spikes would be formed. Nevertheless, the spectral half-width 
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Fig. 4.10 Optical spectra (a) before mode-locking, pumppower = 90 mW. (b),(c) after mode-lockingis 
established, pump power = 40 mW. The two pictures represent two different orientations ofthe 
polarization controllers. 
4.5.5 Time-bandwidth Product 
-Fo l lowing Eq. (3.3) and table 2.1, we can determine the time-bandwidth 
product. The calculated spectral half-width is 735 GHz. Hence, the corresponding 
time-bandwidth products are as follows: 
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1. Gaussian; 0.62 (0.441) 
2. Hyperbolic Secant square; 0.56 (0.315) 
3. Lorentzian; 0.44 (0.221) 
When compared to table 2.1, they are very close to transform-limited. The small 
deviation maybe due to the fiber dispersion at the output port o f the laser. For a pure 
2 
transform-limited case, the output pulsewidth should be 428 fs, assume sech pulse 
profile. 
4.5.6 Output power 
The average and peak output optical power from both the 10% and 90% ports 
o f t h e 90:10 coupler should be measured. This is simply done by using an optical 
power meter. Remember to ensure a single pulse condition before any measurements. 
With the pump power equals to 40 mW, the average output power from the 90% and 
10% output ports were 195 ^iW and 21.2 ^iW (which is roughly one ninth of the other 
output port) respectively. From Eq. (4.1), we can estimate the peak power, from the 
90% fiber head, to be 13.1 W. Here, we have assumed that all the circulating modes 
were locked and there exists no CW components. A strange observation is that 
average output power is significant increased after pulsation. As a result ofamplifying 
a pulse train in stead of CW components, higher gain is obtained from the erbium 
fiber with the laser under pulsation. 
P k : P x ^ (4.1) 
�peak average ^^ 
Here At was the period of the pulse train and Ax was the pulsewidth at FWHM. 
The average power circulating inside the cavity will be nine times of the 
output, because the output coupler o f t h e laser cavity is also 90:10 in ratio, which is 
about 2 mW. The corresponding peak power inside the cavity is nearly 120 W. The 
phase shift acquired by an optical intensity I propagating a distance L under the 
influence of SPM is given by [23] 
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—     
2nn^\l\^L (4.2) 
小二 ~ " ^ ~ ~ 
� , 2 Ppeak (4.3) 
and i 二 "^|~~ 
^eff 
Where �i s the fiber nonlinear coefficient, and is assumed to be un i fo rm through th‘ 
whole cavity; L is the fiber length; X is the operating wavelength and Ae, is th, 
effective area o f the fiber. To achieve nonlinear switching for passive mode-locking 
the differential phase shift between the two propagating intensities should be at lea. 
冗.Then we can estimate the effective gain for the erbium fiber inside the cavity. 
The total fiber length of the NALM is about 4 m，including 1.2 m erbiui ； 
fiber However the erbium fiber is closer to one end o f the 50:50 coupler, making 仕 J 
NALM imbalance. Here, we assume the gain for the erbium fiber is the same in ca. 
ofco-propagating and counter propagating pump configuration. Hence the effect, 
fiber length for accumulating the differential phase shift is about 2.5 m (total fib 
length 4 m - erbium fiber 1.2 m - coupler's pigtails 0.3 m 二 2.5 m). Refer to figu 
4 11 we assume the input optical intensity be / . . It will split to the clockwise ai | 
counterclockwiseintensitieswithsymbols7^ and/_ respectively.ThephaseshifU 丨 
these two intensities can be expressed as 
ii 
2 ';i' 
2nn^Cr L (4.4) ‘ 
伞、""“^ - X~~ “ 
. I-
2nn^\ r \^L (4.5) 
命 - 二 " “ ^ ^ ~ ~ 
2 7 T " 2 G l / + l 2 z _ ^ : ! ! ! i t t i : = Tr (4.6) 
and thus A(j> 二 x 
where G is the gain of the amplifier. The value of the parameters used in the equati< 
are listed below: ‘ 
X= 1.565 ^m . , = 3 x l O - c m ^ / W ? 一 二 _ 
2 T + — T - = 1 二 9 
. I = 2 .5m j ^ = 50^on2 / _ / /,„ • -
,‘—• 
.»»^ . 
'.•• .'• • 
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The value for G is found to be 8.69, which is around 9.39 dB. The calculated result is 
reliable since most of the EDFA, even if not optimized, can readily achieve a gain of 
10 dB. However, the assumed values for n�，A^fj and L may not be too accurate. In 
addition, the phase shift should be an integration with the fiber length L since the peak 
power is varying during its propagation. Here, we just assume it to be constant 
through the fiber to avoid calculation complexity. 
/ ^ ^ e r b i u m / \ n o r m a l 
f i b e r N A L M \ f i b e r 
k y , 
< in ^ ^ ^ 
5 0 : 5 0 c o u p e r 
Fig. 4.11 Analysis ofoptical intensities propagating inside the NALM. 
4.6 Discussion 
4.6.1 Linear Pulse Broadening 
Before entering into the autocorrelator, the ultrashort pulse must pass through 
certain distance of optical fiber. Since the spectral half-width is relatively large 
(compare to conventional DFB lasers), it is subjected to severe dispersion if the pulse 
peak power is not large enough to induce self-phase modulation (SPM) which may 
counter-balance the dispersion effect and resulting in soliton transmission. Since the 
shape ofthe optical spectrum is not distorted at various points ofthe fiber link, we can 
conclude that there is no nonlinear effect in standard single mode fiber. Due to the 
presence of dispersion, the time-bandwidth product is made larger and the pulse is no 
longer transform-limited. To verify the dispersion effect, we insert additional lengths 
offiber inside the optical path and obtain the corresponding autocorrelation traces, as 
shown in figure 4.12. Pulse broadening has occurred and related to the length offiber. 
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Fig- 4.12 Autocorrelation trace ofthe optical pulse with additional (a) 5 m, and (b) 10 mfiber length. 
The calculatedpulsewidth are 1.35 ps and 1.93 ps respectively, assume Hyperbolic Secant square 
pulse shape. 
4.6.2 Cavity Oscillation 
For a successful passive mode-locking, the pulse repetition rate should be 
equal to its cavity fundamental round-trip frequency, unless we implement some 
special techniques to increase the repetition rate [11，13]. The fundamental round-trip 
frequency can be determined by measuring the total fiber length of the laser cavity. 
Also we can capture the optical signal by a detector and examine its RF spectrum 
even if the laser is not pulsing. There should be a very weak component 
corresponding to the cavity round-trip frequency. If mode-locking with single pulse 
pattem is established, we can naturally determine this parameter (refer to figure 4.7 
and 4.9). 
、 
The starting of pulsation is likely to be affected by reflections at the output 
fiber head. However it is difficult to derive a qualitative relation between them as the 
among of reflection is hard to measure. Three characteristic oscillation modes are 
recognized [3, 10]. They are: a Q-switching oscillation mode at a relatively high pump 
power, both Q-switching and mode-locking oscillation modes under medium pump 
power and a mode-locking oscillation mode at a relatively low pump power. Q-
switching oscillation requires a mechanical perturbation, otherwise the laser would 
not start. The second oscillation region is a mixed, randomly operating state with both 
Q-switched and mode-locked oscillations. Since the mode-locked pulses bunch 
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around the Q-switch pulses, multiple pulses are given out and lead to some strange 
spectra. For a low pump power, only the mode-locked oscillation is left. Hence, i fwe 
really want to make a self-starting figure eight laser, the basic requirement is to suppl> 
an extremely large initial pump power. 
4.6.3 Pump Power Hysteresis 
To start pulsation, we must supply a high pump power and physica 
perturbation for the Q-switching region. In addition, we can transfer a multiple pulse 
behavior to a single pulse outputjust by reducing the pump power to support only th 
mode-locking oscillation. However the reverse process does not hold, that means w 
cannot initiate mode-locking with low pump power or obtain multiple pulses again b � 
injecting more pump power under a single pulse pattem. This phenomenon is know 彳 
as pump power hysteresis [3, 10, 14]. The low pump power cannot initiate the systei 
because it cannot retain sufficient energy in the cavity for nonlinear switching in th 
NALM. Figure 4.13 shows two demonstrations of this effect. The hysteresis effect 
greatly related to the three oscillation modes which exist for different pump level 
There is a fixed value for the pump power to support single pulse (i.e. the cavi 丨 
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Fig. 4.13 Change in output pulse pattern, showing the hysteresis effect ofmode-lockedfigure eight 
laser. 
4.6.4 Sideband Generation [19，21-22] 
The occurrence of sharp sidebands to the pulse spectra, as shown in figure 
4.10, are initially attributed to the effects of modulation instability [15]. In fact，they 
are due to the resonant enhancement after multiple cavity round-trips of the dispersive 
wave components shed from the soliton like cavity pulse upon perturbations by the 
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discrete loss, gain and dispersion variation as the pulse propagation around the cavity 
[16-17]. 
In anomalous dispersion regime ( D > 0) of silica fiber, stable soliton 
propagation is possible. However, true soliton propagation requires all parameter, 
includes pulse energy, fiber dispersion, etc., to be constant over the entire propagation 
length. This is certainly not the case in a typical mode-locked fiber laser, as in our 
experiment. Pulse energy suffers from discrete loss at the output coupler, fiber splices, 
and strongly saturated gain in the erbium doped fiber. Since different fiber types are 
usually used in one configuration, the fiber dispersion or mode field diameter may 
vary greatly over one cavity round-trip. Then, certain amount of pulse energy would 
evolve into different soliton with the remaining being shed into a linearly propagating 
dispersive wave [18]. This dispersive wave would have frequency components 
propagating with phase velocity of the medium, not the original soliton. It would 
interfere destructively except those wavelengths for which the differential phase 
between the soliton and the dispersive wave is an integral multiple of 2n. The 
perturbations within a laser cavity are discrete and this corresponds a broad spectrum 
of Fourier components, each of which gives rise to a sideband. This phenomenon is 
precisely the source of observed sidebands in the optical spectra. 
The wavelength and the amplitude of sidebands can be calculated using the 
perturbation theory of solitons. The wavelength can also be calculated by using the 
phase matching condition if spectral sidebands are interpreted as a four-wave-mixing 
process phase matched by index grating created by periodic perturbations. 
4.6.5 Spectral Distortion 
Although propagation in standard single mode fiber (dispersion zero near 1.3 
^m) would not affect the shape of the spectrum, this is not the case for dispersion -
shifted fiber (DSF) with zero dispersion close to 1.53 ^im. This is because the peak 
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power of the optical pulse can now support soliton transmission in a medium with 
reduced dispersion, as shown in Eq. (4.10) [19]. 
= 3.liP2 (4.10) 
H _ Y ( A T ) 2 
where P — is the peak power ofthe optical pulse; P2，Y are the fiber parameters; Ax is 
the pulse width at FWHM. Figure 4.14 summarizes the changes in optical spectra with 
different lengths of propagation in the DSF. Notice that a spectral narrowing has 
occurred which is proportional to the length of the fiber. Further investigation of 
soliton communication will be left for section 5.4. 
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Fig. 4.14 Optical spectra after the output light pulse passes (a) 400 m; (b) 800 m and (c) 1200 m of 
dispersion shifted fiber. The corresponding input spectrum can be referred tofigure 4.10. 
Not only the DSF would introduce spectral distortion, the hybrid oscillation 
mode with both Q-switching and mode-locking would also result in special optical 
spectrum. Figure 4.15 shows the spectra with strong periodic oscillations when pump 
power is maintained at a relatively higher value. If we performed an inverse Fourier 
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transform, this is corresponding to multiple pulses in the time domain. The multiple 
pulses may have individual spectra which interfere coherently with each other to form 
the resultant spectrum. However, such spectra may not occur every time for a specific 
pump power and thus a qualitative description is still not found. This implies that the 
region with hybrid modes may not always exist and the cavity oscillation may jump 
directly from the starting Q-switching to a pure mode-locking. 
3 
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Fig. 4.15 Spectrums develop strong periodic oscillations with pump power equals to (a) 70 m W and (b) 
63mW. 
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4.7 Chapter Summary 
In conclusion, we have successfully generated ultrashort light pulse from the 
figure eight laser configuration. The typical output pulsewidth is about 766 fs. 
assumed sech^ pulse shape. The pulse train has a period of 47 ns (i.e. 21 MH. 
repetition rate). The operating wavelength is 1565 nm, with a spectral half-width of ( 
狐 The time-bandwidth product is 0.56, showing a nearly transform-limited output 
The lasing threshold that can still support mode-locking was about 30 mW. 
The shortcomings of this laser system are: (1) unable to self-start, whe. 
mechanical perturbation is needed to initiate the pulsation every time; (2) g e n e _ : 
of sidebands in the optical spectra; and (3) peak power is not large enough to mduc !( 
nonlinear effects in standard single mode fiber which is important for sohto , 
communications; (4) unlike active mode-locking, the repetition rate for the pulse trai 
for the figure eight laser is fixed (which is govemed by the cavity length). It 霞（ 
readily apply to the existing communication systems since they acquire a relativel . 
higher bit rate (up to GHz). � 
V 
The comparison oflaser performance using active and passive mode4ockir 
, . , v . • 4 1 Tn Chapter 5, we will use the femtosecoi techniques are grouped in table m 4.1. m ^ n a p i e i � , 
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r activemode-locking ‘ | passivemode-locking / 
" O ^ t • ~Usua l ly much higher (several GHz).~"• ~"Usually very low (several M H z ) . ~ 
repetition rate • Can be varied by changing the iwut • Normally cannot vary, due to the 
modulation. fixed cavity length 
Output power~""• ""^Usually possess a lower peak power. ^~^Possessaveryhigh peak power 
Starting • Readily self-start. . Difficult in self-starting unless a 
process very large pump power is supplied 
and the correct polarization is 
selected. 
Pulsewidth • ~~Usually larger due to the presence of • Usually much narrower, 
bandwidth limiting components. 
Stability . Less stable. Require the addition of • Once started, it is very stable since 
other components to achieve better the cavity select the mode-locking 
stability. condition by itself.  
Investment • Usually~~h^hiP；""^iii^Hi""more • Usually lower, since the setup is 
cost apparatus is required. very simple. 
Table 4.1 Performance comparison in using active andpassive mode-locking infiber laser. 
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Chapter 5 
Applications of Ultrashort Optical Pulses 
From Figure Eight Laser 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 4 has introduced the generation process of ultrashort light pulses with 
figure eight laser and the optical pulse analysis. In this Chapter, we are going to carry 
out several experiments utilizing the characteristics of ultrashort pulses. They include 
(1) a simple and direct approach for dispersion measurement of optical fiber with 
sampling oscilloscope; (2) time domain spectrum analysis of ultrashort pulses after 
linear dispersion by optical fiber; and (3) amplification of ultrashort light pulses 
which is capable for soliton communication in the 1.55 i^m transmission window. 
5.2 Dispersion Measurement 
5.2.1 Introduction 
Dispersion is an important parameter since it greatly limits the rate of 
transmission of a signal along an optical fiber link. Traditionally, we can divide the 
measurement techniques into two categories: time domain and frequency domain [1]. 
In time domain, it involves either directly measuring the pulse broadening by the fiber 
[2-3], or some means ofmeasuring the propagation delay of the transmitted signal at 
different wavelengths [4-6]. In frequency domain measurement, the fiber transfer 
function is being directly measured by some means so that we can obtain an indication 
of the fiber bandwidth [7-8]. 
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Although the value ofdispersion has already been measured for different kind, 
offibers by the above methods with appropriate variations, an accurate measuremen 
technique is still required and attracted much renewed interest [9-11] because ofth( 
need to accurately map out the fiber dispersion in long haul communications system 
which use the silica fiber low loss window around 1.55 , However, the technique 
described above have their own shortcomings. This section will introduce a • 
approach, utilizing ultrashort optical pulses, that offered the advantage of simpUcit) 
In addition, this method readily gave an accurate measure o f the magnitude and sig 
of the wavelength range of interest for 1.55 畔 optical communications. 
*•叫 
5.2.2 Background �, 
The basic idea of the proposed technique is similar to the classic time offligl 
measurements [4]. However our method does not need a monochromator to r e s o l �, 
the different spectral components of the pulse when measuring its time of fligh 
instead if an ultrashort pulse transmits through a linear dispersive medmm, tl 
wavelengths o f t h e dispersed pulse vary almost linearly with time so that differe 
spectral components o f t h e pulse are automatically separated by their amval tune 丨 
This technique therefore simply involves passing low-power ultrashort pulses, with , 
known broad optical spectrum, through a fiber with unknown dispersion a� 
measuring the resultant temporal profile of the dispersed pulse. Provided the pe 
power of the pulses is low enough to ensure that dispersion is dominant over 价 
nonlmearities, such as SPM, in the sample under test. This is obvious when there is 
difference in the optical spectrum before and after the fiber sample. The output pu 
prome would be purely dispersed, and if the input pulse is sufficiently short, i 
temporal profile o f the dispersed pulse would trace out the input pulse spectrum. 
point in the temporal profile at a time delay Ax (not the FWHM pulsewidth) measu� 
from an arbitrary reference point (e.g. the central peak), is mapped from a point tha 
a from the corresponding reference point (e.g. the central peak wavelength) m 
spectrum, and, to first order ofEq. (5.1), 
, (5.1) 
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where L is the fiber length and D is the dispersion parameter of the fiber. Thus a 
measurement of the time profile ofthe dispersed pulse and a measurement of the input 
optical spectrum would directly and accurately give both the sign and magnitude of 
the dispersion parameter D. We would use a figure eight mode-locked erbium fiber 
laser [12], which has been discussed in Chapter 4，to provide a very convenient and 
appropriate source of ultrashort pulses for measurements in the 1.55^im wavelength 
band, since its spectrum contained a number of sharp side-bands (spikes), that can be 
used as accurate reference points for the measurement ofAX and At. 
5.2.3 Experiment and Result 
The experimental setup is shown in figure 5.1. The ultrashort pulse source and 
its properties have already been discussed in Chapter 4 [12]. The corresponding real 
time pulse pattern and autocorrelation trace can be referred to figure 4.7 and 4.8. The 
original pulsewidth was about 760 fs, when assumed a sech^ pulse profile. To provide 
a triggering signal, a 90:10 coupler was inserted to split the optical power into two 
portion. Usually 90% of the power is sent to the fiber under test, while the remaining 
10% is captured by a slow detector. At the output of the fiber under test, the dispersed 
pulses are measured by a 25 GHz photodetector P^ew Focus 1414) and 40 GHz 
sampling scope (Tektronix CSA803) to provide sufficient time resolution. I f the input 
peak power is too large for the sample fiber that nonlinear effect would occur, extra 
attenuation becomes necessary. Also, we can use the 10% output port for power 
control. 
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Fiber 八 Y , 、 V \ 、 、 力 力 V 」V VL 
laser - c ： ^ 
\ 25GHz PD 
_ and 
Fast scope 
3QH2 Triggering signal 
PD 
X : FC/PC joint 
Fig： 5.1 Experimental setup for fiber dispersion measurement 
Two fiber samples are being tested by this experiment: a 3.56 km reel of 
standard single mode fiber (SMF) and a 200 m reel of high dispersion shifted fiber 
(HDSF). The corresponding information from the dispersion measurement for the 
3.56 km SMF is shown in figure 5.2. The input and output optical spectra, figure 
5.2(a) and 5.2(b), measured using an optical spectrum analyzer, are identical except 
for some attenuation. This cannot be avoided since certain loss is expected when 
propagating through an optical fiber. The two pictures confirmed that there is almost 
no SPM and verifying the transmission through the fiber under test is dominated by 
dispersion. The temporal profile of the dispersed pulses, figure 5.2(c), always 
faithfully reproduces the spectral substructures for the different input spectra which, 
as stated before, could be generated by fine adjustment of the polarization controllers 
inside the fiber laser. The dispersion parameter could be directly found from the 
separation A>. between the two main spectral spikes and the time interval Ax between 
the corresponding spikes in the time domain using Eq. (5.1). The value obtained here 
is +17.9 士 0.18 ps/nm.km for 1.565^im optical signal. Notice that it is an average 
result which has included both material and waveguide dispersions. 
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Fig. 5.2 (a) Input optical spectrum; (b) Optical spectrum after 3.56 km SMF; (c) The temporalprofile 
of pulses with input spectrum of(a). 
Figure 5.3 shows the measured spectrum and pulse profile for the HDSF. The 
temporal profile was flipped in the time domain when compare to the spectrum, is due 
to the negative dispersion. Using Eq. (5.1) again, we can obtain the dispersion 
、 
parameter for the HDSF，which is -84.6 土 1.9 ps/nm.km for L565^m. The main 
sources oferror in this method offinding D comes from the uncertainty in measuring 
the intervals between the two spikes in time and spectral domains. These 
uncertainties, for the equipment used, are estimated to be 4 ps and 0.1 nm 
respectively. 
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Fig. 5.3 (a) Input opticalspectrum (note that the spectrum is differentfrom that infigure 5.2 because 
ofa differentpolarization controller orientation in the Erbium laser); (b) Optical spectrum after 200 m 
HDSF; (c) The temporal profile of pulses with input spectrum of(a). 
If additional accuracy or the second order dispersion, dD/dk is required, we 
can perform a slightly more sophisticated processing of the data. This involves just a 
least square fit of between the two domain. The least square fit minimizes the 
difference between the measured time domain pulse profiles and the profiles 
calculated from the spectrum using a second order Taylor expansion: 
AT=DM^^ + i ^ Z ( A X ) 2 (5-2) 
2 dX 
where AX is the spectral separation from a reference point in the spectrum and Ax is 
the time interval measured from the point of that corresponds to the reference point 
used in the spectrum. The detail of the curve fitting program^ can be found in 
1 This program is developed by Prof. H.K. Tsang. 
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Appendix IV. Figure 5.4 shows the pulse profile calculated from the measure( 
spectrum and compares it with the actual pulse profile measured after the 3.56 kn 
SMF. Excellent agreement can be observed. For the SMF, the calculated D is +17.8: 
ps/nm.km and dD/dX is 0.045 ps/km.nml For the HDSF, the calculated D is -84. 
ps/nm.km and dD/dX is 0.13 ps/km.nml 
i 
= 丨 I w 
m> 
三 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
.1000 -500 0 500 1000 j 
t i m e I w a v e l e n g t h ！ 
?i 
Fig. 5 4 Measured optical spectrum mapped to the time domain using E,. (5.2) and a least -ares 
tofind D and its derivative (upper c— compared — the measured temporalprofile ^W c.rve.(丨 
( 
5,2.4 Discussion and Conclusion 
The major advantages o f th i s technique include its simplicity and accurac ； 
Only an erbium fiber laser, with a known spectrum, and a sampling oscilloscope, w 
a fast photodetector, is needed for the measurement. The required paramete -
principally the temporal profile of the dispersed pulse, the input (or output) pu 
spectrum and the length of the fiber under test, can all be easily obtained. 1 
additional data processing is needed to obtain a value for the dispersion from 1 
separation of the two spikes in the time domain and spectrum, unless we want to fl 
out the higher order dispersions. This method has a good accuracy since only 
spikes, separation, in stead o f t h e pulse widths or spectral widths, are needed to 
measured. Because of the relatively large magnitudes, of up to 900 ps and 14 
i respectively，they can be accurately determined and less sensitive to noise. Moreo� 
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we can find out the sign for the parameter D directly from the shape of the temporal 
profile in the time domain. In addition, this method develops a function for the 
sidebands in the optical spectrums. In most cases, they will be filtered out to get a 
better spectral shape. The same approach can also be applied if we have a dual 
wavelength ultrashort light pulse source [14-15] with the two lasing modes widely 
separated. However, such fiber lasers are more complicated and difficult to 
implement. 
However, this measurement approach still has its shortcomings: 
1. It cannot measured optical fiber with a small D, such as the dispersion shifted 
fiber with dispersion zero located at 1.55 ^im. Referred to figure 4.14 and Eq. 
(4.10), small D will lead to a spectral distortion, as a result of the presence of 
SPM. Then, the analysis will become soliton interaction in stead of dispersion 
measurement. 
2. The length of fiber sample cannot be too short. Otherwise, the pulse 
broadening, Ax, will be insignificant and the calculated values from Eq. (5.1) 
or (5.2) will not be accurate. 
3. This method is a kind of destructive measurement. That means the fiber 
sample must be cut in order to know the fiber length. Also, it cannot apply to 
measure the total dispersion of a long haul transmission systems. 
4. The optical pulse used should be nearly transform-limited (i.e. without chirp). 
Otherwise, pulse compression will be resulted. If the chirp parameter for the 
pulse is known in advance, this approach can still apply but the analysis will 
be more complicated. 
5. The parameter D calculated is an average value for certain wavelength, for 
example 1.565 ^im. To obtain the parameter D for a wide range of 
wavelengths, we need to have a tunable femtosecond pulse source [13, 16], 
which is more difficult to construct. ‘ 
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated a simple and accurate approach to 
estimate both the first and second order dispersion parameters for different optical 
fibers. All we need are the femtosecond optical pulses and the corresponding 
spectrums, typically with sidebands, generated from a figure eight fiber laser. The 
values of parameters D and dD/dA are as follows: 
SMF: 
HDSF: 
D = + 17 .88 ps/nm.km 
D = -84.6 ps/nm.km 
dD/dA = 0.045 ps/km.nm2 
dD/dA = 0.13 ps/km.nm2 
They all agree with the manufacturer quoted values. 
5.3 Time Domain Spectrum Estimation 
5.3.1 Introduction 
From the former experiment, we reveal an interesting feature for the optical 
spectra of ultrashort pulses. When the light pulse is linearly dispersed by the fiber, the 
time domain temporal profile will be nearly identical to its optical spectrum, as 
indicated by figure 5.4. To verify this effect, more experiments are carried out. 
5.3.2 Background 
Normally, we will use an OSA or monochromator to measure the optical 
spectrum. They acquire the same principles. The input optical signal is first diffracted 
by a grating. Different wavelength components will have slightly different emerging 
angles. By changing the position of the detector (or the orientation of the grating), we 
can obtain the relative intensities of different wavelength components. Thus the whole 
optical spectrum is recorded through continuous scanning. We can refer such 
approach as a spatial method. Figure 5.5 shows the geometry of a grating and how the 
incident light is diffracted. The angle of diffraction from a grating of groove spacing 
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m'A = A(sina + sin ~) (5.3) 
where m is the order of diffraction, 'A is the operating wavelength, A is the groove 
spacing of the grating, a is the incident angle, and ~ is the diffracted angle. These two 
angles are measured from the grating normal. 
Our approach switches the detection scheme to the temporal profile which 
acquires a linear dispersive medium. In case of standard SMF, different wavelengths 
possess different refractive index (J.!) and group index (J.!g). The two parameters 
together determine the dispersion and propagating velocity for a specific wavelength 
[18]. Thus, after certain distance of transmission in SMF, different wavelengths will 
be separated in time domain due to the propagation delays. Since they are triggered at 
different times by the sampling oscilloscope, the temporal profile will be representing 
the optical spectrum. 
grating normal 
" 
Fig. 5.5 Diffraction by a grating, which is the basic principle for optical spectrum measurement. 
5.3.3 Experiment and Result 
The experimental setup is very close to figure 5.1. The dispersed optical signal 
is captured by both the optical spectrum analyzer and the high speed photodetector. 
The temporal profile in time domain and spectral domain will be compared. Figures 
5.3 and 5.4 show the fundamental result, where no extra components are added inside 
the system. The 3.56 km SMF serves as a linear dispersive medium, and its higher 
order dispersions are being neglected. A longer fiber length is preferred so as to 
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Not only the original spectrum can be recorded by this technique, other 
irregular spectral shape can also be found. Figure 5.6(a) shows a typical output 
spectrum from the figure eight laser, with the two sidebands. Figure 5.6(b) reports a 
special spectrum when the pulses have passed through an EDFA. The pump power for 
the EDFA is 75 mW, resulting in a gain of less than 10 dB for the ultrashort pulse. 
The large difference between the two spectrums is that the pulses now acquire a 
higher peak power and thus enter a higher order soliton regime inside the EDFA. The 
spectrum will then be distorted by the induced SPM. This assumption can be verified 
by studying the autocorrelation trace. For a high order soliton, there exists several 
peaks in stead ofas ingle pulse shape. Another possible explanation is that the flision 
splicedjoints inside the EDFA is imperfect, leading to small residual reflections. Then 
extra oscillating cavity is resulted and distorted the spectrum. Originally, we want to 
use this amplified signal to demonstrate soliton transmission in conventional SMF 
(i.e. in 1.55 ^im transmission window). However, after propagating through 3.56 km 
SMF, the pulse broadens and distorts seriously, as shown in figure 5.6(c). The 
temporal profile in time domain now faithfully represents the initial optical spectrum. 
Notice that the optical spectra are almost the same before and after the 3.56 km SMF. 
Similar results can be obtain in using an arbitrary EDFA, from the formation of high 
order soliton and the reproduction of the optical spectrum in time domain, provided 
the output peak power is not strong ^nough to support soliton. 
3 i 
« A 
! j A L _ 
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Fig. 5.6 (a) The original optical spectrum ofthe ultrashort lightpulsesfrom thefigure eight laser; (b) 
Optical spectrum after an EDFA; (c) Time domain temporal profilefor the amplified pulses after 
propagating through 3.56 km SMF. 
IfaFabry-Perot interferometer is placed inside the system shown in figure 4.1 
(between the SMF output and OSA), the spectrum recorded will have periodic ripples 
(unlike figure 4.15) [17]. This is due to the interference of various wavelengths after 
pass through the interferometer. This effect can be easily demonstrated by including 
an N.D. filter after the SMF which is not AR coated. The reflections at both air-glass 
interface of the filter plate will result in path difference and act as an interferometer. 
Figure 5.7 shows the temporal profile in time domain and spectral domain. Again, 
they match well with each other. In order to obtain a higher resolution in time domain, 
we replace the SMF with a reel of 6 km. From the spacing of the ripples in the 
spectrum or the time domain pulse shape, we can estimate the thickness of the filter 
plate, which is around 1.1 mm (the manufacturer's quoted value is 1 mm). 
Dispersion: D = 17.9 ps/nm.km 
Length of fiber: L = 6 km 
Separation in time domain: Ax = 77.33 ps 
Separation in spectral domain: AX = Ax / D.L 二 0.72 nm 
Corresponding cavity length: d = 1.13 mm 
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Fig. 5.7 (a) Optical spectrum when an Fabry-Perot interferometer (N.D. filter) is inserted to I 
system; (b) A zoom in picturefor (a). From the mode spacing, we can calculate the thickness of. , I 
filterplate; (c) The corresponding temporalprofile in time domain of(a). They are almost identical.:丨• 
Besides the spectral measurement, this method can perform a filtering of C I 
components. This is because only the wavelength components which are belonging j | 
the optical pulse will be dispersed by the SMF, while the CW components will not I 
affected by dispersion. Then the temporal profile will display the spectrum only I 
the optical pulse. Other CW components added to the optical spectrum, for exam] I 
the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) added during amplification by an EDF I 
will be disappeared. Figure 5.8 shows this characteristic. We have intentiona I 
injected a CW laser source by a tunable laser (HP model 8168F) which propag | 
together with the ultrashort light pulses. The CW component appears in the opti I 
spectra both before and after the SMF. However, the temporal profile in time dom I 
after the SMF does not contain this CW spike. Thus, the time domain pulse sb 
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rejected. This also indicates that the two sidebands generated by mode-locking are 
wavelength components of the pulse, which are first suspected to be CW components 
of the fiber laser. This also implies there exists very few CW components in the 
distorted spectrum after an EDFA (figure 5.6), as it can match well with the temporal 
profile. 
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Fig. 5.8 (a) The experimental setup, modified from figure 5.1; (b) The original optical spectrumfrom 
the figure eight laser; (c) A CWcomponent is added to the original spectrum. The added wavelength i_s 
1563 nm and is generatedfrom a tunable laser (HP model 8168F); (d) The corresponding temporal 
profile in time domain; (e) The same temporal profile of (d), but with a larger time range to ensure the 
CW component has been filtered. 
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5.3.4Discussion 
Usually we will use optical spectrum analyzer or monochromator to measu 
the optical spectrum by using the dispersion in the spatial domain (the pulse 
dispersed spatially). In this Chapter, we have demonstrated a (new) method 
measure the optical spectrum by using the temporal dispersion. The role of OSA c. 
now be replaced by a linear dispersive medium plus a photodetector. I f the dispersi< 
of the dispersive medium is known, and a reference point from the optical spectn: 
corresponding to the time domain is given, we can precisely calibrate the tempo] 
profile and express it in wavelength by a curve fitting program with Eq. (5. 
(program similar to Appendix IV). This method offers a simple convenient way i J 
filtering the CW components of a spectrum. This is particularly useful when a pul 
train has transmitted through a long distance or an EDFA, where there may be C | 
power in the spectrum. Such filtering can reproduce the original optical spectrum 
the pulse train. 
Choosing the linear dispersion medium is very important. For this experime 
we have used standard SMF, with D equals to +17 ps/nm.km at 1.55 ^im, a 
maximum length of 6 km. It is a good material since its higher order dispersions : 
very small so that we can neglect their effect. I f w e use HDSF, we can greatly redi 丨 
the fiber length, but with a trade off in temporal profile distortion with the formati 
of substructures (figure 5.3), which cannot completely represent the spectrum. 1 
length of SMF used should be made longer, which not only can improve the ti: 
resolution，but also allow us to use a slow detector and reduce the total cost of ^ 
system. Although grating pair can also act as a linear dispersive medium, it returns 
the same setup as an OSA. Moreover using fiber a the dispersive medium save mi 
efforts it alignment, 
The major limitations for this detection scheme are as follows: 
*:•: \f.\ .— ^1 •*£ 
：«! 
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1. Only ultrashort optical pulses with a relatively broad spectrum can produce 
such effect. If an optical signal has a very narrow linewidth, the required 
dispersion will be very large. At the same time, attenuation will make the 
signal very difficult to detect. 
2. We must have a reference wavelength before we can calibrate the temporal 
profile. However, this value is usually found by OSA or monochromator. 
3. This method is most suitable for transform-limited pulses. For other chirped 
pulses, the chirp parameter must be included so that the initial pulse 
compression can be eliminated. 
5.4 Ultrashort Pulse Amplification 
5.4.1 Introduction 
We have talked about the term solitons several times. Actually, solitons refer 
to special kinds of waves that can propagate undistorted over long distances and 
remain unaffected after collision with each other. Due to the presence of fiber 
nonlinearity, a fascinating manifestation occurs in the anomalous dispersion (D > 0) 
regime where the fiber can support optical solitons through interplay between 
dispersive and nonlinear effects. In the context of optical fiber, solitons have potential 
applications in fiber communicatiops. In this section, we will describe the trial of 
using the figure eight laser to demonstrate soliton transmissions. 
5.4.2 Background [18-19] 
To study solitons, we should start with the nonlinear Schrodinger equation: 
, M = i p 2 @ _ Y M | 2 j (5.4) 
dz 2 ' dT 
where A is the amplitude function for the pulse envelope; p_) is the GVD parameter; 
and Y is the nonlinear parameter responsible for the SPM. By means of inverse 
scattering method, we can solve Eq. (5.4) exactly. The inverse scattering method is 
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Similar to the Fourier-transform method that is commonly used to solve linear partia 
differential equations. It is useful to normalize Eq. (5.4) by introducing 
U - 4 ^ = f - f (5.5) 
V ^ ^D 1 � 
and obtain 
' f = s g n ( P 4 ^ - _ " (5.6) 
where P�is the peak power; T�is the width of the incident pulse; and the parameter. 
is defined by 
^ j 2 _ L , y P X (5.7) 
N =T;r ip.i : 
> 
, , T o r - 丄 （5.8) ： 
where Lj^ 二 “^ ^Ni —计 j 
I , and LNL are the dispersion length and nonlinear length respectively. Eliminatir | 
the parameter N from Eq. (5.6), we obtain the standard form of the nonline 
Schrodinger equation: 
du 1 d^u 2 n (5.9) , / — + 7 + u w = 0 � ^ , 2 ^ 2 
where t^  = M / = f ^ ^ 1 ^ ( ^ . 1 0 ) , 
L l P 2 � i 
• 
The fundamental soliton corresponds to the case of a single eigenvalue Ti； (A 
1). Its general form is given by: 
w(^,x) = 2TiiSech(2Ti iX) exp(2/ri[^) (5.11) 
The eigenvalue T^ determines the soliton amplitude. By choosing .(0,0) 二 1 such tl 
2r]; = l ,Eq . (5.10) becomes 
^(^,T) = sech(T)exp(^/2) (5.切 
In the context of optical fiber, the solution of Eq. (5.12) indicates that if a Hyperb( 
secant pulse, with width T�and peak power P — are chosen such that N = 1. 
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(without change in shape) for arbitrarily long distances. It is the feature of 
fundamental solitons that makes them attractive for signal transmission in optical 
communication system. This also explains why we always fit in a sech� function for 
mode-locked output, since such pulses are potential soliton sources. The peak power 
P — required to support the fundamental soliton is obtained from Eq. (5.7) by setting 
N= 1 and the resultant equation is the same as Eq. (4.6) 
P _ N ^ H l N (5.13) 
peak y T r y ( ^ ^ r 
where we used Ax 二 1.767；，since the full width at half maximum is commonly used 
in practice, p2 and y are the two fiber parameters described before. 
The higher-order solitons are also described by the solving Eq. (5.4). With 
suitable combinations, there will be infinite variety of soliton forms. Among these, a 
special role is played by the solitons whose initial form at ^ = 0 is given by 
w(0,T) = 7Vsech(T) (5.14) 
where the soliton order N is an integer. The peak power necessary to launch the A -^th 
order soliton is N^ times more than the fundamental soliton. Another interesting 
property of this soliton is that its spectral and temporal profiles are periodic, with a 
soliton periodic z^ given by 
z = i z D = Z L i ^ = 0 . 3 2 2 ^ ^ (5.15) 
�2 D 2 | p , | , 2 |p , | 
This periodic evolution is a result from an interplay between SPM and GVD. For the 
case of fundamental solitons, GVD and SPM balance each other in such a way that 
neither the pulse shape nor the pulse spectrum changes along the fiber length. 
The effect of pulse shape on soliton formation can be investigated by solving 
Eq. (5.9) numerically. If the initial pulse shape is Gaussian, the pulse shape will 
change along the fiber even f o f N 二 1. This is due to the deviation from the 
Hyperbolic-secant shape from the fundamental soliton. Then the pulse will adjust its 
width evolve into a fundamental soliton. Depending on the exact shape, the distance 
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needed to evolve into fundamental soliton is different, but the qualitative behavio 
remains the same. Hence, from the above discussion, the input pulse used to launc] 
the ftmdamental soliton { N - 1) is not critical. However, it is important to realize tha 
a trade o f fhas to be paid when the input parameters deviate substantially from thei 
ideal values. Specifically, part o f the pulse energy is shed away as dispersive wave 
when the input pulse evolves into a fundamental soliton. These dispersive waves ar 
undesirable since they represent energy loss and affect the system performance. Thi 
is the origin of the spectral sidebands. 
5.4.3 Experiment and Result 
The most determining factors for solitons communication is the fib( j 
dispersion and pulse peak power. In Chapter 4, we obtain a high power, ultrasho i 
optical pulse train from the figure eight laser. The recorded peak power is about 13 飞'| 
and the typical pulsewidth (FWHM) is 760 fs. In addition, it shows preliminary effe ； 
on soliton transmission in DSF (with a very small dispersion corresponding to tl ： 
operating wavelength) since SPM is observed through spectral narrowing, as shown 
figure 4.14. However the same effect cannot be obtained with conventional SM 
where the large dispersion has dominant the nonlinear effect. According to Eq. (5.1: 
the estimated peak power to support fundamental soliton {N 二 1) in SMF with o 
optical pulse is | 
i ‘ 
X= 1.565 ^on D=17.9ps/nm..km 
AT = 760 fs P f 2 3 . 2 6 (ps)2/km 
y ^ 3 W W ^ i W = 41.75W 
Since the required theoretical value in peak power is much larger, it is trivial that 1 
soliton transmission is not observed. Without changing the dispersion of fib 
amplification of the optical pulse is necessary. However，the peak power inside 丨 
laser cavity is much larger than this value, and with the fiber dispersions unchang 
it should be circulating inside the figure eight configuration as fundamental solitons 
;:.? ,1 U^  
r；： 
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At first, we just directly pass the optical pulse through an EDFA, without 
undergo any special treatments. We have used two different EDFAs in this 
experiment to verify the effect. The schematics can be referred to figure 5.9. The gain 
for these two EDFAs is estimated to be less than 10 dB. The resulting optical spectra 
and autocorrelation traces are shown in figure 5.10. In both cases, the output pulse 
shapes develop temporal peaks, which may imply the formation of higher order 
solitons {N > 1) right at the output port. This is natural since higher peak power is 
favorable for higher order solitons. Moreover, certain spectral distortion is found 
which may be due to the induced SPM by such high power pulse. The copropagating 
ASE with the signal pulses may also have certain contributions. To find out the 
soliton order，we should focus on the periodic nature of the output pulse in time and 
spectral domain when propagating through optical fiber. However, both cases exhibit 
pulse broadening after passing through 3.56 km conventional SMF, as describe in 
section 5.3. The main reason is that Eq. (5.13) is still not satisfied under these 
operating conditions. Since higher order solitons require a peak power that is N^ times 
the peak power for fundamental solitons (in this case, assume soliton order is 2, the 
required peak power will be over 160W). Our pulse train still cannot reach this power 
level even after amplification. Thus, the pulse collapse after transmitting a long 
distance. In addition, the parameter D is too large for our pulse train, and making the 
domination of the dispersion effect. Other factors such as power loss, deviation in 
core diameters, etc., may also affect the formation of solitons. When propagating 
through DSF again, serious nonlinear effect will be resulted and a broadened spectrum 
is obtained. Nevertheless, ordinary EDFA is not suitable for ultrashort pulse 
amplification. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 5.9 Schematic ofthe EDFAs used in amplifying the ultrashort pulses, (a) 12 m Erfiber (from 
BNR), isolatorplacedatoutputport. (h)20mErfiher(jromLycom), isolatorplacedatinputport. 
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Fig. 5.10 (a) Optical spectrum after being amplified by the EDFA o f f — e 5.9(a). The wavelength 
components around 1.53 ^m are due to ASE; (b) The corresponding autocorrelation trace of(a); (c) 
Optical spectrum after bein, amplified by the EDFA o f f — e 5.9(b). (d) The correspondin, 
autocorrelation trace of(c). 
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Fig. 5.11 Optical spectrum when the amplified pulses pass through 800 m DSF. The input spectrum is 
shown in figure 5.10(c). 
5.4.4 Discussion and Conclusion 
To efficiently amplify an ultrashort pulse, a two-stage (or more) EDFA is 
preferred [20-21]. Such technique is known as chirped pulse amplification using an all 
fiber system. The basic layout is shown in figure 5.12. Under this scheme, 
nonlinearities in amplifier are avoided by stretching the pulses prior to amplification. 
The stretcher utilizing conventional SMF, as in section 5.2, such that the ultrashort 
pulse is broadened to the order of picosecond. At the same time, frequency chirped 
should be induced to this signal pulse. The filter placed between the two stages is used 
prevent ASE copropagating with the signal pulse in the first amplifier from entering 
the second amplifier and saturate it. We can also replace this device with optical 
modulator, which can serve as a time gate for adjusting the signal repetition rate. In 
some recent research work, it is s(iggested that an NALM or NOLM can function 
similarly [23]. Both amplifier should acquire counter pumping to maximize their 
respective saturation power. Finally, the stretched pulses are recompressed by the 
compressor (using fiber grating pair) to remove the induced chirp. With this high 
power output from an all fiber system, solitons propagation under the 1.55 [im 
transmission window should be observed. Moreover, experiments related to fiber 
nonlinearities can then be easily performed. The use ofbulky solid-state laser can now 
be avoided. 
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The major treatment in this system is to prevent the saturation ofthe amplifiers 
by the high peak power. Thus, a mid-amplifier component is inserted to cut out the 
ASE. Also, the initial pulse is broadened first to lower the peak power and 
recompressed after amplification. Notice that the signal repetition rate cannot be too 
high, and hence demultiplexing of the input signal is required to obtain a suitable 
repetition rate. The same setup is not restricted to ultrashort pulses. Other ultrashort 
pulses which required significant amplification can also apply this setup [22；. 
In conclusion, this two-stage amplifier still cannot be implement during my 
project because of lacking the required components. Thus, long haul soliton 
transmission cannot be demonstrated yet. Nevertheless, we believe that the peak 
power ofour pulse train can be significantly increased by this system. 
人 femtosecond  
^ source 
EDFAI 
stretcher ^ — ^ ^ _ \ 
^ ^ \ filter 
EDFA 11 and 
^ L ^ 'isolator 
^ ^ ^ ~ ^ " " ^ 
V output 
^ compressor ^  
w U 
Fig. 5.12 Two-stage amplification system with stretcher and compressorfor ultrashort opticalpulses 
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Chapter 6 
Picosecond Pulse Generation from 
Semiconductor Laser Diodes 
6.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter, we describe several experiments for generating picosecond 
optical pulses from semiconductor laser diodes. Firstly, we will review the gain-
switching technique by commercial available laser diodes. Following by additional 
fiber optics system, we can improve the quality of such pulse train. Then we will 
introduce the two sections, tapered stripe laser diodes for generating high power 
optical pulses. The techniques we use include active mode-locking and amplifier gain 
modulation. In addition, this type oflaser diode can achieve wavelength detuning. 
6.2 Gain Switching 
6.2.1 Experiment Using Commercial Laser Diodes 
The experimental setup is shown in figure 6.1. The input RF signal is split into 
two to provide a trigger signal. The gain of the power amplifier is 27 dB, giving the 
resultant input power to the laser diode is 24 dBm. The maximum modulation 
frequency is 1 GHz, which is limited by the bandwidth of the laser diode. Details of 
apparatus used are listed below: 
1. Laser diodes: HP model LSC210-662-FP multi-mode laser diode, center 
wavelength = 1.31 ^im, threshold current 二 16 mA; HP model LSC 2210-FP 
DFB laser diode, center wavelength = 1.527 ^im, threshold current = 30 mA. 
2. RF synthesizer, HP model 8657A. 
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3. Bias tee circuit, Picosecond Pulse Labs model 5555. 
4. High speed photodetector, New Focus model 1414. 
5. Optical spectrum analyzer, HP model 70951B. 
b i a s t e e l a s e r d i o d e 
p o w e r 
© " ^ ^ H > ~ l h W ~ " 2 . 
R F p o w e r g o u t p u t ~ 
s y n t h e s i z e r a m p l i f i e r g p u l s e 
t r a i n 
d c c u r r e n t , , L 一 
• 口 
t r i g g e r d e t e c t o r 」 厂 
s i g n a l a n d 」： 
f a s t s c o p e 
o p t i c a l 
s p e c t r u m -
a n a l y s e r 
Fig. 6.1 Experimental setupfor gam-switching. 
Results o f the first trial of this experiment, using the 1.3 畔 FP laser diode, 
are shown in figure 6.2. The dx. current is 14 mA while the driving frequency is 800 
MHz. Output pulsewidth is measured to be 45 ps. There is no need to use the 
autocorrelator for such pulsewidth. The pulse shape should be asymmetry such that 
the conventional mathematical functions cannot fully describe it. Pulse peak power is 
estimated to be 10 mW. It is believed to be the optimal output after trying various 
combinations of the operating donditions. Notice that spectral broadening of 
individual modes are resulted due to the induced frequency chirps by the gam-
switching process. 
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Fig. 6.2 (a) Output pulse profile ofgain-switchmg the 1.3 ^iw FP laser diode, (b) The corresponding 
optical spectrum. 
Figure 6.3 shows the second trial using the 1.55 ^im DFB laser diode. The d.c. 
current is 27 mA, with a driving frequency of 1 GHz. Output pulsewidth and peak 
power are 35 ps and 8.6 mW respectively. Again, spectral broadening is found in the 
optical spectrum. A secondary pulse is following the giant pulse in the temporal 
profile, showing that the relaxation oscillation is not completely removed. This can be 
avoided by reducing the d.c. biasing current. 
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Fig. 6.3 (a) Output pulse profile of gain-switching the 1.55 \xm DFB laser diode; (b) The 
corresponding optical spectrum. 
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6.2,2 Repetition Rate Multiplication 
6.2.2.1 Background 
The repetition frequency of gain-switched pulse trains is usually restricted by 
the bandwidth of electronic drivers and the laser diode itself. In high bit rate 
communication systems, optical pulse trains at several tens of GHz or higher may be 
needed. Direct modulation of semiconductor laser with such high frequency is not 
feasible. Hence, it is a need to develop some multiplexing technique (more specific in 
time-division multiplexing TDM) to increase the repetition frequency. 
A high repetition can be generated using conventional bulk optics by spatial 
time-division repetition rate multiplication [1]. This method suffers from signal 
instability due to the long paths in freespace. This problem can be solved by 
converting to all-fiber system, which have been widely used in TDMA systems 
demonstrations [2]. The main disadvantage for such all-fiber system is their 
complexity, since many fiber couplers are needed. Other techniques such as optical 
loop mirrors [3] have also been used for repetition rate multiplication. 
6.2.2.2 Theory 
In this experiment, we report the use of a simple fiber loop amplifier for 
frequency multiplication. The basic principle for the repetition rate multiplication 
relies on superposition of the input pulse train with pulse trains that have been delayed 
by different multiples o f the recirculating fiber loop round-trip time. At certain non-
integral ratios offiber loop round-trip time and input period, the output will appear as 
a pulse train with a multiplied repetition rate. Let us explain this concept with an 
example: Consider an input pulse train with period T, and injects into a recirculating 
loop by a 2x2 coupler. The round-trip time for the loop is 1.5T. Then pulses will 
appear at the output port o f the coupler at T, 2T, 3T (superpositionof pulses which 
have traveled 0, 2, 4，... times around the loop) and also 1.5T, 2.5T, 3.5T 
(superposition of pulses at 1, 3, 5，…times around the loop). From such a simple 
example, the repetition rate of the output pulse will therefore double that of the 
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original value. An arbitrary multiplication factor can be achieved in principal by a 
suitable choice of input frequency or fiber loop length. 
6.2.2.3 Experiment and Result 
The experimental setup is shown in figure 6.4. Basically it is composed of an 
EDFA (details referred to Chapter 6) and two fiber couplers, one is 90:10 and the 
other is 80:20. The total length of the fiber loop is 16.88 m, corresponding to a 
fundamental round-trip frequency of 11.85 MHz. Source of input is just a gain-
switched pulse train, with a variable modulation frequency. This signal is introduced 
into the loop through the 80:20 coupler (80% coupler in) and the output signal is taken 
from the 90:10 coupler (10% coupler out). The function of the EDFA is to 
compensate for the loss after the pulse train has recirculating inside the loop for many 
times. An isolator is placed at the input port to protect the laser from any reflections. 
Another isolator inside the EDFA is to ensure an unidirectional operation of the loop. 
All the pulse trains are captured by the high speed photodetector and sampling scope. 
\ p u m p i n p u t 
i n p u t Y W D M 
p u l s e ^ ^ v ^ ^ ^ a r 
t r a i n 8 0 : 2 0 ^ < < ^ " " " " • " " " ^ " " " ^ ^ ^ 
m ^ 3 ^ \ 
^ I _ • I Z I e r b i u m 、 
i s o l a t o r i r f i b e r ) 
\ 9 0 : 1 0 J 
\ ^ c o u p l e r / 
X ^ / ^ - ^ " ^ ^ ^ - ^ H ^ K ^ 
t r a i n X i s o l a t o r 
Fig. 6.4 Experimental setiipfor repetition rate multiplication ofgain-switched pulse train. 
When input frequency is synchronized to one of the loop's harmonic, output 
pulse train will then have the same repetition rate as the input pulse train. When we 
detuned this frequency slightly from the loop harmonic, repetition rate occurred. 
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Figure 6.5 summarizes the result. The input pump power for the EDFA is 30 mW. We 
start with a modulation frequency of 497.7 MHz，which is the 42nd harmonic. We 
observe a multiplication factor from 1 to 7, depending on the exact detuning of input 
frequency. Output pulse train can be distinguished even for a 9 time multiplication. 
Eq. (6.1) can be used to explains this effect qualitatively; 
Nf=L^xk 
J N 
x2 z ^ / , = A + A / 
, 3 ^ y ; _ / , 4 - A / o r / , = / . + 2 A / (6.D 
x4 二 L = fn + A / o r / . = fn + 2 A / o r ^ = / " + 3A/ 
where A / i s the detuned frequency to achieve N times multiplication; / . . is th< j 
fundamentalround-tripfrequency(i.e. 11 .85MHz) ;Hsanin tegersmal le r thaniV; / | 
is the input frequency; a n d / " is an arbitrary loop harmonic. | 
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Fig. 6.5 Results ofthe multiplication setup: (a) Output frequency synchronized with the input; (b) 
Outputfrequency x2; (c) Output frequency x3; (d) Outputfrequency x ( (e) Outputfrequency x5; (j) 
Output frequency x6; (g) Output frequency x7. 
Eq. (6.1) shows that there exists more than one value for certain multiplication 
factor. Figure 6.6 shows two pulse trains which are generated by two slightly different 
frequencies, but also result in 9 times multiplication. The following table summarize 
the required modulation frequencies for different multiplication factors. To verify the 
validity ofthis technique, we change the input pulse repetition rate to 1.2 GHz and 2.3 
GHz. Both cases have the same observations. For the latter case, with 2.3 GHz, output 
frequency can be increased four times, making it approaching 10 GHz. This is the 
fastest repetition rate we have recorded by this setup. 
MultiplicationFactor Input modulation frequency 
^ 503.216 MHz 
7i 505.216MHz 
M 506.148 MHz 
^3 506.767 MHz 
^ 507.185 MHz 
^ 507.482 MHz 
Table 6.1 Modulationfrequencies and their corresponding miiltiplicationfactors. 
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Fig. 6.6 Two input frequencies can lead to the same multiplication factor of9, (a) 503.869 MHz; (b) 
506.499 MHz. 
6.2.2.4 Discussion and Conclusion 
The concept used for this fiber loop multiplier is very similar to the rational 
harmonic mode-locking [4-5] described in section 3.4. In principle, there can be an 
arbitrary large repetition rate multiplication factor. However, this multiplication effect 
is restricted by the input pulse power and pulse width. A better performance can be 
obtained using a pulse train with higher peak power and narrower pulsewidth. Notice 
that the exact peak power and pulsewidth must be carefully controlled to avoid any 
nonlinear effects. In addition, amplitude fluctuation is found in higher multiplication 
factor. This is because the gain of the amplifier is no longer linear for an increased 
repetition rate. It may however be possible to level the output pulse amplitude by 
passing them through another optical amplitude that is operating in saturation. 
4 
If the input frequency is unchangeable, we can alter the cavity length to obtain 
the same effect. However, an appropriate choice of starting loop length and 
modulation frequency is very important. Let us look at this example, 
case 1: / • = 10 MHz (20 m in fiber length) 
/ „ = 1 GHz (gain-switching frequency, unchanged) 
Output repetition rate = 1 GHz 
case 2 : 义卯= 1 0 . 3 6 2 MHz (19.301 m in fiber length) 
fH = 994.752 MHz (the 96th harmonic) 
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Output repetition rate « 2 GHz 
case 3 : L 二 10.274 MHz (19.467 m in fiber length) 
^ = 9 9 6 . 5 7 8 MHz (the 97th harmonic) 
Output repetition rate « 3 GHz 
Hence, for a fixed input pulse train (say 1 GHz), we can increase (or decrease) the 
loop length without changing the input frequency, and match a suitable harmonic in 
Eq. (6.1) for multiplication purpose. The apparatus used can be a piezo-electric tube 
or stepping motor incorporating with freespace paths. However, stepping motor may 
be a better choice since the adjusting length is quite long in terms of fiber (about 0.7 
m in our example). It can be further reduced in terms of freespace. 
In conclusion, we have used a recirculating amplifier loop to demonstrate 
repetition rate multiplication for a gain-switched pulse train. The largest 
multiplication factor we have achieved is 9. The highest repetition rate obtained, using 
an input frequency of2.3 GHz, is 10 GHz. We believe that such setup can effectively 
generate an optical clock signal in communication applications. 
6.2.3 Pulse Compression with HDSF 
Typical output pulsewidth from gain-switching a laser diode is several tens of 
picosecond. As stated in Chapter 2, we can further compress the optical pulse to 
obtain a narrower pulsewidth. Actually, pulse compression is a very simple technique 
to improve the gain-switched pulse quality. Here, we will demonstrate the use of 
HDSF for pulse compression. 
6.2.3.1 Experiment and Result 
Normally, the chirp parameter C for direct modulating a laser diode will be 
negative, we need to use a dispersive medium with P2 positive (i.e. D is negative). 
Thus we choose a specially designed fiber called high dispersion shifted fiber (HDSF) 
with its dispersion parameter of -95 ps/nm.km at wavelength 1.53 ^im. Since D is so 
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large and peak power is relatively low, we can completely neglect the nonlinear effect 
in this fiber even after compression. Notice that conventional SMF or diffraction 
grating pair (D is positive at 1.53 ^im) will only introduce linear pulse broadening for 
gain-switched pulses. 
Input pulse train is generated from the 1.53 ^im DFB laser diode using a 
modulation frequency of 1 GHz and input RF power of 24 dBm. The input pulsewidth 
is 26.17 ps. The peak power is about 8.61 mW. Three sections of HDSF fiber with 
lengths 200 , 600 and 800 m are used. Output pulse shapes are shown in figure 6.7. 
The autocorrelation trace is measured in stead of the real time pulse train. All pulse 
profiles are fitted with Lorentzian flinction. The pulsewidth reaches a minimum at 600 
m and then increases again. Since we do not have enough fiber sections, the exact 
fiber length for complete chirp compensation is not known. Nevertheless, 600 m 
shows a good result, giving a pulsewidth of 5.28 ps and peak power of 10.15 mW. To 
make the result consistent, all pulsewidths, no matter how large their value, are 
measured by autocorrelator. Figure 6.8 shows the optical spectrum. Since there is no 
nonlinear effect within the HDSF, the output optical spectrum should be identical to 
its input. The spectral half-width is measured to be 0.16 nm. 
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Fig. 6.7 Gain-switched pulses compressed by HDSF. (a) Input pulse profile, pulsewidth 二 26.17ps; (b) 
After 200 m HDSF, pulsewidth = 11.85 ps; (c) After 600 m HDSF, pulsewidth = 521ps; (d) After 800 
m HDSF, pulsewidth = 9.10 ps. All pulses profiles are assumed to be Lorentzian in shape. 
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Fig. 6.8 Optical spectrum after compression by the HDSF, which is identical with its input. 
i 
6.2.3.2 Discussion and Conclusion 
An interesting observation is that the time-bandwidth product for the 
compressed optical pulse is 0.11, when assumed Lorentzian pulse shape. This differs 
greatly with the theoretical limit (0.221). Such deviation can be explained as follows: 
(1) The time-bandwidth product is designed for the specific mathematical functions. 
However, the pulse profile produced by gain-switching must be asymmetry. In the 
autocorrelation trace, we have assigned a pure mathematical function (in this case 
Lorentzian) and calculated its pulsewidth. Thus there exists some uncertainties for this 
value. (2) In capturing the optical spectrum, there is severe spectral broadening at the 
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20 dB spectral-width, which is the result of induced frequency chirp and spectral 
asymmetry. The peak component may be a CW component, which does not contribute 
to the optical pulse. Hence measuring the autocorrelation trace and 3 dB spectral 
width may not give the correct answer to the time-bandwidth product. To solve this 
problem, we may use the Laplacian and RMS width in time and frequency domain [6: 
which is developed for arbitrary pulse shape. 
In conclusion, by means of a simple fiber compression technique, we can 
obtain pulsewidth of5.3 ps with original pulsewidth equals to 26.2 ps by propagating 
through 600 m HDSF. The compression factor is greater than 4. However the resultant 
time-bandwidth product does not agree with the theoretical value. 
6.2.4 Fiber Loop Compressor 
With some modifications to the setup of figure 6.4, we can obtain a fiber loop 
compressor which can perform simultaneous amplification and compression of gain-
switched pulses. The experimental configuration is shown in figure 6.9. The major 
difference is that two polarization controllers are added to the system to control the 
gain peak of the amplifier, which is around 1555 nm in this case. In addition, the input 
wavelength should match with the gain peak. Thus we use tunable, gain-switched self-
seeded laser diode [7] as the pulse source. The input pulsewidth and peak power are 
47 ps and 3.2 mW respectively. The modulation frequency is 889 MHz，which is the 
75th harmonic of the loop fundamental round-trip. The pump power supplied to the 
EDFA is 50 mW at 980 nm. Output pulsewidth measured by the high speed 
photodetector is 25 ps, which is limited by the bandwidth of measuring system. Using 
the SHG autocorrelator, the actual pulsewidth obtained is 15.66 ps (assume Gaussian 
pulse profile). The peak power is increased to 71 mW. Hence the effective gain of the 
loop is 13.4 dB together with a compression factor of 3. Figure 6.10 summarizes the 
experimental results. 
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This amplifying pulse compressor relies on the chirped, low peak power input 
pulse train being synchronized to the round trip time of the ring. For each passage 
around the ring, the input pulses will experience some compression when the 
dispersion parameter is right in sign. Erbium fiber inside the ring can provide the 
required overall dispersion (usually normal dispersion for gain-switched pulses) when 
pumped [8]. During every trip around the ring, the pulses will partly escape at the 
output port and partly continue to recirculate. When the ring round-trip time matches 
some integral number of pulse periods, the output pulse will be a summation of 
fractions of the input pulses that have traveled from once to N {N tends to infinity) 
times around the ring. 
This configuration subject to great limitations. Firstly, the pulse train must be 
synchronized to the loop harmonic, otherwise it may have a repetition rate 
multiplication effect as described before. Also, the operating wavelength must match 
with the gain peak of the EDFA. Although we can adjust the gain peak through the 
polarization controller, it is not a reliable method. The frequency chirp of the original 
signal cannot be complete compensate by this method, as we observe a relatively large 
time-bandwidth product for the output pulse. Nevertheless, this technique provide an 
alternate way for pulse compression and amplification in optical signals. 
、 
6.3 Active or Hybrid Mode-locking 
6.3.1 Introduction 
Although commercial laser diode can readily generate picosecond optical 
pulses, they have the limitations in both the pulsewidth and generation methods� 
Pulses approaching femtosecond range is hard to achieve and methods other than 
gain-switching is difficult (or even impossible) to implement. In order to .carry out 
other experiments, we have fabricated some laser diode chips in the National Research 
Center for Opto-electronics Technology in China. The first experiment will be active 
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70951B) and autocorrelator (Inrad model 5-14LDA). Notice that this laser diode 
receive positive driving current. 
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Fig. 6.11 Experimental setup for active mode-locking of the two sections laser diode. 
When we modulate the tapered amplifier with 1.08 GHz, which is the second 
harmonic of the cavity resonant frequency, mode-locking is established. The dc bias 
for the DFB and tapered amplifier sections are 95 mA and 125 mA respectively. In 
addition there is +26 dBm RF power supplied to the tapered section. The range o fRF 
frequency allowed to detune is about 1 MHz. Figure 6.12a shows the temporal 
profiles recorded by the high speed photodetector. Figure 6.12b shows the 
autocorrelation trace, which possess a pulsewidth of about 4 ps, when assuming a one-
sided exponential function. The actual pulsewidth would be around 2 ps after 
deconvolution. The peak power for this pulse is estimated to be around 1.5 W � T h e 
corresponding optical spectrum is shown in figure 6.13, which shows the operating 
wavelength nears 1276.4 nm and a spectral half-width around 1 nm (considering the 
envelope). The observed mode spacing of0.185 nm corresponds to a cavity length of 
1.2128 mm (refractive index i^ = 3.6) is in agreement with the length ofdevice. 
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Fig. 6.12 (a)Real time temporal profile ofmode-locked pulses: (I)from conventional two sections DFB 
laser diode; (ii) from the DFB/TA laser diode; (b) The autocorrelation trace ofthe mode-lockedpulse 
with from DFB/TA laser diode, pulsewidth is 4 ps (assumed one-sided exponentialfunction). 
The same experiment is repeated with a conventional (without taper) two 
sections device fabricated from the same wafer and with similar AR-coating. With 
this conventional device, it is impossible to generate such short pulses despite 
attempts using wide range of pumping conditions, RF modulation powers and 
frequencies. Instead, the pulses from conventional two sections laser has strong tailing 
pulses, which is observable with the high speed detector. They are probably cause by 
the residual facet reflection [13]. Using the new device structure but with the same 
material and AR facet coating therefore suggests that the tapered stripe can help in 
suppressing the generation of multiple trailing pulses, possibly due to the higher 
saturation energy [9] of such tapered device. 
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Fig. 6.13 Optical spectrum for the mode-locked pulses. 
6.3.4 Discussion and Conclusion 
Eq. (6.2) indicates the exact formulafor a one-sided exponential function. 
7 ( ^ e x p - - (6.2) 
Ax 
where I(t) is the intensity profile, and Ax is the corresponding pulsewidth measured at 
FWHM. Its time-bandwidth product should be 0.11 in theory. However, the time-
bandwidth product obtained in this experiment is only 0.37, which shows an 
incomplete mode-locking. Although the experiment setup is first considered as active 
mode-locking, it may actually performing a hybrid mode-locking process，where both 
active and passive mode-locking are working together. This may be the effect of the 
small gap (15 ^im) between these two sections which possess a high loss. Thus it 
serves as the saturable absorber for passive mode-locking to occur. Similar result can 
be found by from implanting a small section of the laser diode cavity [12], but such 
> 
fabrication process is more complicated. 
In conclusion, this experiment may represent a hybrid mode-locking which 
directly generates an optical pulse of pulsewidth 2 ps and peak power 1.5 W. Great 
improvement is obtained when compare to the conventional two sections device with 
the same material Trailing pulses are suppressed by the tapered structure. 
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6.4 Amplifier Modulation [14] 
6.4.1 Introduction 
Direct current modulation such as gain-switching will result in enhanced 
linewidth and frequency chirp. This is originated from variations in the carrier density 
and from the finite difference in carrier density between the laser on and off states. 
Laser chirp is characterized by observing its time-averaged optical spectrum under 
small signal or pulse modulation. The chirping response of a laser diode can be 
determined using the rate equations in section 2.3. Usually it is related to the optical 
phase (j>ft) or output optical power as 
Av3(0 = l ^ (6.3) 
271 dt 
_ ) = i f ^ ^ + _ ^ ( o ] (6.4) 
An \ dt VriHo) J 
where P(t) is the output power; T is the optical confinement factor; V is the active 
volume; T| is the differential quantum efficiency; fi is the Planck's constant; co is the 
optical frequency and a is the linewidth enhancement factor. According to Eq. (6.4), 
the first term represent the magnitude of chirp during high speed tum-on and tum-off 
transients. The second term results in frequency off-set between the on and off levels. 
Under pulse modulation when the off state is close to the threshold, shoulders can be 
apparent on both sides (long and short wavelengths) of the optical spectrum [15], 
which is a result of relaxation oscillation. To obtain a low-chirp emission, we should 
have a small a [16]. Recently, new kinds oflaser structures have been developed with 
a relatively small linewidth enhancement factor. In addition, there exists other 
possible method to lower a . We can use electro-absorption modulators integrated with 
DFB lasers to give low-chirp high-speed modulated output [17], but requiring 
complicated selective growth process. We can also use integrated optical amplifiers 
for this purpose which need less complicated growth and can produce higher output 
power [18]. With the two sections devices, we can perform this technique to produce 
low-chirp optical pulses. 
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6.4.2 Experiment and Result 
The experiment setup is shown in figure 6.14. It is similar to active mode-
locking except the laser diode has no external cavity and no AR coated facet. The 
active region ofthe device consists of four 11 nm wide InGaAsP {X^  � 1 . 4 8 ^im, 1.38% 
compressive strain) quantum wells separated by 12 nm wide InGaAsP (Xg � 1 . 1 M>m, 
lattice matched to InP) barriers. An index-grating is fabricated by regrowth to give a 
DFB laser with a CW lasing wavelength around 1.3 ^im. The stripe width of the DFB 
section is 2 ^m with a length of0.6 mm. The width of tapered amplifier section varies 
linearly from 2 ^im to 28 i^m over a length of 0.4 mm. The two sections are 
electrically isolated. 
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Fig. 6.14 Experimental setup for amplifier modulation to produce low-chirppulses. 
For a driving RF with 24 dBm and 840 MHz to the amplifier section and 
properly biasing currents (which varies from of 100 mA 150 mA), output pulsewidth 
would be around 150 ps. This biasing condition must keep the amplifier section below 
its lasing threshold while the DFB section above threshold. The output optical 
spectrum possess lower chirp, as the spectral broadening is not observed during such 
modulation. The spectral half-width is estimated to be 0.1 nm, which is already • 
limited by the resolution ofthe spectmmanalyzer. When similar driving condition is 
applied to the DFB section which equivalent to gain-switching, spectral broadening is 
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resulted. The output pulsewidth is narrower, which is around 90 ps. Figure 6.15 
indicates this effect. The same observation can be obtain for a driving frequency up to 
2 GHz, as shown in figure 6.16, but further increase in this frequency is restricted by 
the laser mount parasitic which had a 3 dB bandwidth o f l . 6 GHz. The degradation in 
pulsewidth for amplifier modulation is natural since the tapered amplifier acts as an 
external modulator for a CW laser. The on off switching time, leads to the output 
pulsewidth greatly depends on the driving frequency and dc bias. In gain-switching 
the DFB section, it follows the rate equation which can achieve a better pulsewidth. 
There makes no difference in grabbing output pulses from the other facet, but with 
lower power. 
=i i A !UL iUL 
• “ 1299.5 1300 1300.5 1301 1299.5 1300 1300.5 1301 
wave leng th , n m wave length , n m 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 6.15 (a) Optical spectrum when direct modulating the grating section with RFpower 24 dBm and 
840 MHz. The spectral broadening represents the induced frequency chirp, (b) Optical spectrum when 
modulating the tapered amplifier section with similar conditions. 
In conclusion, performing amplifier modulation instead of gain switching can 
successfully reduce the induced frequency chirp. The output spectrum can retain its 
spectral half-width of0.1 nm, although it suffers from a poorer pulsewidth. 
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1 6.5 Wavelength Tuning 
；;•' 
6.5.1 Introduction 
The structure of our devices is a DFB laser integrated with a semiconducto 
laser amplifier. Under normal operation, we can easily obtain single mode operatio 
with superior SMSR (over 30 dB). With suitable biasing currents separately applied t 
the two section, we can also achieve wavelength tuning [18-19] by the principle c 
optical gain lever [20-21]. We consider the simplest structure with two sections, wit 
fractional lengths (or areas) o f r . and r,. Basically，the lasing linewidth is 
� (6.5) 
Av) = F ( r a " , + r , " J 
1 where r^ and . , are the small signal electron density and F is a proportionali 
» constant. That meanswhen changing the current injection, the corresponding cam 
density will be changed and causing a linewidth enhancement. If r , » r^, tl 
-.：'•'•".-
“ linewidth can be further derived as 
, F L r , [ / ( c o ) - g ] (6.6) 
Au 二 r~ 
/(co)(zco + Y) 
where g is the ratio of the gain ofthe two section;;, is the current density (to secti 
“a’’)； i m is the modulation response (equals to 1 at d.c.) and y is the different 
gain. When one section is implemented with a grating, this effect can lead to a chan 
in lasing mode. Since the change in current not only vary the linewidth, but also aff 
I I I the grating period inside the active region. 
: ¾¾ ;-¾ 
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Here we demonstrate both tuning mechanism under CW and pulsed 
operations. In addition, we can incorporate this technique with amplifier modulation 
to achieve low-chirp and tunable optical signal. 
6.5.2 Experiment and Result 
The experiment setup is similar to figure 6.14. The RF modulation can apply 
to either sections of the laser. Under CW operation, dc bias applies to the tapered 
section is maintained at 180 mA, while the dc bias apply to the DFB section is varied 
from 0 to 200 mA. Beyond 200 mA, there still exists some lasing modes but the 
SMSR is very poor. The whole tuning range is from 1298.5 to 1302 nm, where the 
SMSR can remain above 20 dB. Figure 6.17 summarizes this result. For direct gain-
switching the DFB section, similar effect can be found. The whole tuning range is 
from 1299 to 1303 nm. Typical pulsewidth varies from 80 to 120 ps. It is observed 
narrower pulsewidth and better SMSR are produced at the middle of the tuning range. 
Probably there is the peak of the gain spectrum for this material. In this case, both dc 
biases are required to adjust during tuning process. In general, both the SMSR and 
spectral width in the latter case are degraded, which is due to the induced frequency 
chirp. Figure 6.18 shows the result during pulsation. Moreover, wavelength tuning 
utilizing gain lever can be applied to amplifier modulation, although the tuning range 
will be much smaller. To prevent the heating effect of the laser chip affecting the 
result, the laser mount is attached to an electrical cooler for temperature control. 
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Fig. 6.18 (a) Wavelength tuning under pulse operation, spectral broadening is resulted; (b) Total input 
biasing current against lasing wavelength; (c) Lasing wavelength against SMSR. 
6.5.3 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the effect of wavelength tuning in 1.3 
^m two sections laser diode by means of optical gain lever. Under CW operation, the 
tuning range is up to 4 nm. Similar tuning range can be achieved under pulsation. The 
.typical pulsewidth is around 100 ps. This technique can incorporate with 
• amplification modulation to provide tunable, low-chirp optical pulses. 
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6.6 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have reviewed use of semiconductor laser diodes to 
generate picosecond optical pulses. The most common method is gain-switching and 
typical output pulsewidth we obtained is 35 ps. Using the loop amplifiei 
configuration, we successfully increase the repetition frequency of a gain-switched 
pulse train. The maximum repetition rate we obtained is 10 GHz. We have 
demonstrated how to use HDSF for pulse compression. The narrowest pulsewidtl 
obtained is around 5 ps, although it violates the time-bandwidth product. The looi 
amplifier configuration can also serve as an amplifying pulse compressor, the gain i 
14 dB and the compressor factor is 3. However it has several limitations that restric 
its use. In addition, we have use some advanced structure laser diode chips (DF1 
section and tapered amplifier section) to perform hybrid mode-locking，amplific_ 
modulation and single chip wavelength tuning. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
7.1 Summary ofthe Research 
We have investigated and demonstrated various methods for generating optical 
pulses According to the characteristics and limitations of each method, the output 
pulsewidths and peak powers are different. The pulsewidth obtained for our 
experiments varies from several hundreds femtosecond to several hundreds 
.p icosecond . The following paragraphs will give a brief summary of the experimeni 
results of our research works. The research described in this thesis is based or 
experiments and the experimental results have been compared with existing theones 
For some newly developed experiments, we would introduce our own theoreUca 
analysis (e.g. Chapter 5 and 6). 
7.1.1 Fiber Lasers 
Using the erbium fiber, we constructed various fiber ring lasers. Optical pulse 
were produced by means of either active or passive mode-locking. Under a c t . 
i mode-locking (also known as rational harmonic mode-locking in our expenment), . 
i successMly generaied stable pulse trains with pulsewidth equal to 19 ps (assun^ 
sech^ pulse shape). This leads to a FWHM time-bandwidth product of 0.378, whu 
corresponds to a t r an s f o r m- l im i t ed signal. The output peak power was about 42 m 
for the xl^output repetition rate. The output repetition rate can be varied greatly 
fine adjusting the RP modulation frequency. In our experiment, we demonstrate 
change from 1.5 GHz to 10 GHz, and we believe that this tuning range can be 滅 
extended with a faster RF synthesizer and optical modulator. -
.•.--： > 
._；..,> 
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In the case of passive mode-locking, we employed the principle of additive 
pulse mode-locking. Two different laser configurations were investigated. For a single 
loop cavity using the effect of polarization rotation, it was difficult to achieve stable 
pulsation. When using the figure eight cavity plus the nonlinear switching by the 
NALM, passive mode-locking was relatively easy to established. Output pulsewidths 
of 766 fs (again assumed a sech^ pulse shape) were consistently obtained. The 
corresponding time-bandwidth product was 0.56, which was also very close to 
transform limited. The pulse peak power of 13 W, was at least two orders of 
magnitude larger than active mode-locking. However, the output repetition rate was 
restricted by the cavity length. For our setup, it was just 21 MHz, which was two 
orders of magnitude smaller than that of active mode-locking. 
Using the ultrashort optical pulse source, we performed two new experiments. 
For the first experiment, we made use of the spectral sidebands of the ultrashort pulses 
to determine fiber dispersions. Normally, spectral sidebands in mode-locked pulses 
are not considered for practical applications. However, using the spectral sidebands, 
we can accurately obtain both the magnitude and sign of the dispersion parameter for 
a length of optical fiber by comparing the relative positions of the sidebands in the 
temporal and spectral profiles. The calculated dispersions for standard single mode 
fiber and HDSF are +17.88 ps/nm.km and -84.6 ps/nm.km respective, at operating 
wavelength of 1.565 ^im. These results agreed well with the manufacturer quoted 
values. 
The second new experiment was a method for measuring the optical spectrum 
of ultrashort pulses using only a reel of optical fiber and a fast detector. The optical 
spectrum was shown as a temporal profile on an oscilloscope. The fiber dispersion 
replaced the role of the diffraction grating in conventional spectrum analyzer (or 
monochromator).- If the dispersion parameter of the fiber was known in advanced, we 
can easily calibrate the wavelength axis for the temporal profile. In addition, it was a 
real time measurement with the ability of filtering the CW components which were 
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not part of the pulse signal. In our experiment, we have at least demonstrated the 
measurement of three different optical spectra with this technique, and they all 
showed excellent agreement with the spectra obtained using a conventional optical 
spectrum analyzer. 
7.1.2 Diode Lasers 
We gain-switched commercial DFB laser diodes operated at 1.55 畔 ( a n c 
Fabry-Perot laser diodes at 1.3 ^m) wavelength window. The pulsewidth and puls. 
peak power were 35 ps and 8.6 mW respectively, obtained using an optimum bias 
repetition rate and RF power. The modulating frequency was 1 GHz. Such gain 
switched output pulses were chirped, which was shown in the broadened spectrurr. 
The major advantage ofgain-switching was its simplicity. By means ofHDSF, we ca 
compensate the frequency chirp by the linear dispersion. Pulsewidth can b 
compressed to 5.3 ps while the peak power was slightly increased to 10.2 mV 
However, the resultant time-bandwidth did not agree with the theoretical value, whic 
may be due to the asymmetrical pulse shape generated by gain-switching. We als 
designed a fiber loop amplifier which can simultaneously achieve amplification ar 
compression. Our expenment injected a 47 ps optical pulse to this compressor, ar 
the output pulsewidth was reduced to 15.7 ps and the peak power was increased to 丨 
mW The compression factor and gain were 3 and 13.4 dB respectively. However, tb 
i setup required precise matching between the input signal wavelength and t] 
1 amplifier gain peak. In addition，the input signal repetition rate should be one of t 
loop harmonic frequency. These two criteria greatly limit the usage ofthis setup. 
With an extemal cavity configuration, we performed hybrid mode-locking 1 
a new device structure, a two-sections 1.3 畔 laser diode. This special structure ha 
one section with tapered amplifier and the other with built-in grating. Af 
adjustment o f the driving conditions, the optimum output pulsewidth was about 2 
and the corresponding peak power was 1.5 W. A single-sided exponential was fit 
：； for this optical pulse. The mode-locked output was not transform-limited, because 
•  "^' •'*. 上 
'.*'«'•5' 
# s :^ ;.'¾ 
••;iv-=：： 
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frequency chirp from direct current modulation of the laser. Just like active mode-
locking in fiber laser, this method allowed a large variation in output repetition rate. 
The same device can demonstrate frequency tuning by means of optical gain lever and 
amplifier modulation to generate low-chirp optical pulses. These two experiments 
were successfully carried out during our research. 
Table 7.1 summarizes the methods the output pulsewidth and peak power for 
various methods. It is hard to say which approach is the best because it depends on the 
usage. When we need a high peak power source for characterization experiments, 
passive mode-locking in fiber laser is preferred. On the other hand, active mode-
locking or gain-switching is more suitable for communication purposes, because of 
the higher repetition rate. 
一 Technique """ Pulsewidth ~" Peakpower 
fiber lasers Active mode-locking 19ps 42mW 
(output frequency follows input) 
Passive mode-locking 766 fs 13.1W 
(figure eight laser) 
semiconductor Gain-switching 35 ps 8.6 mW 
diode lasers (commercial laser diode, 1.55 .^m) 
Gain-switching and compression 5.3 ps 10.2 mW 
(by HDSF) 
Gain-switching and compression 15.7ps 71mW 
(by fiber loop amplifier) 
Hybrid mode-locking “ ~ ~ 2ps 1.5W 
(two sections laser diode) 
Table 7.1 Results ofdijferent short pulse generation methods. 
7.2 Further Study 
During our research, we mainly focused on the magnitude of pulsewidth 
generated. We have tried different methods so as to obtain a smaller pulsewidth. 
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Actually，there are other requirements other than pulsewidth we need to consider. The 
development of optical source is towards a higher speed and larger number of 
channels. An ideal optical source for communications systems or high speed 
switching should have narrow pulsewidths, ultra-high repetition rate, high peak power 
and multi-wavelengths (or wavelength tunability) operation. Output pulse should be 
t ransform- l imi ted . The device configuration should be as compact as possible, and 
thus integrated optoelectronics or all fiber devices are preferred. It is difficult to meet 
all the above requirements at the same time. In our thesis, we have described som. 
experiments that can fulfill part o f the above requirements. 
For soliton transmission high peak power is needed if sub-picosecond pulse： 
are used. An amplifying system capable of producing sufficient gain for ultrashor 
optical pulses is therefore important. In Chapter 6, we have introduced a fiber loo. 
amplifier which is based on the idea of rational harmonic mode-locking. It is able t 
increase the repetition rate for an optical pulse train. However the output pulse train � 
distorted when the multiplication factor is large due to the non-constant gam. I 
Chapter 6 again, we have reported the wavelength tuning in two sections laser d.od 
by means ofoptical gain-lever. There is still room for improvement, since the _ 
range obtained is relatively small while the required driving current is too large. 
In conclusion, future work should targets on systems for producing ultrashc 
� pulses with a high r'epetition rate, high peak power and wavelength tunabihty. 
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Appendix I 
Project instrumentation 
Here is a detail description of the project instrumentation, which includes the 
high speed photodetector system and SHG autocorrelator system. With the two 
measuring schemes working together, we can determine the pulsewidth of the optical 
signal generated during each experiments successfully and reliably, no matter it is 
gain-switching or mode-locking. According to the pulsewidth, we should choose the 
appropriate method in order to give the highest time resolution. The shortest optical 
pulse we have recorded in our research work is 766 fs by the autocorrelator, which is a 
result ofpassive mode-locking of fiber ring laser. Other pulses are normally within the 
range of 1 to 200 ps. 
A1.1 Photodetector and Sampling Oscilloscope System 
Figure A1 shows the flowchart of this data acquisition system with a high 
speed photodetector. In my project, we have used the New Focus 1414 fiber-coupled 
photodetector module with 25 GHz bandwidth together with Tektronic CSA803 
digital sampling oscilloscope with 20 GHz bandwidth sampling head. By means ofthe 
GPIB interface board and special computer software (LabVIEW for windows) 
installed in the computer, pulse profile can be easily changed to a text file and stored 
for future processing in an electronic spreadsheet. Figure A2 shows a sample of gain-
switched pulse profile captured by the above procedures. 
In order to obtain the actual pulsewidth, we can deconvolve the measured 
electrical pulsewidth for Gaussian profile pulses as follows [1]: 
丁 一 L2 2 + 2 2 (A1.1) 
^ measured — V opt 十工 pd 卞 �j 卞 ^ ele � , 




i where ！ 印 , i s the actual pulsewidth; Xp, is the photodetector impulse response; x, is th. 
timing jitter, which includes the tum-on delay time jitter of the optical source and tb 
time jitter due to components such as amplifier and synthesizer; ^ is the samplin| 
oscilloscope impulse response. The typical values for the above parameters are listei 
below: 
1. Xpd 二 16 ps as the photodetector has a 3 dB bandwidth of 25 GHz. 
2. Xj depends on the stability ofvarious components used. 
3.�二 17.5 ps, which is approximately equal to the rising time ofthe Tektronic SE 
26 sampling head. 
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A1.2 Background Free SHG Autocorrelator 
The Inrad 5-14LDA is a background free (i.e. the two optical beams are non-
collinear when arriving at the nonlinear crystal) SHG autocorrelator. Layout is shown 
in figure A3. The photomultiplier tube (PMT) only detects the SHG signal which is 
generated only when both input optical signals are present in the nonlinear crystal. 
Filter plates are placed in front of the PMT to protect the PMT with extemal room 
light sources. The sensitivity, which is defined as the product of average power and 
peak power, ofthis autocorrelator is around one milli-watt square. The maximum time 
resolution is 50 fs. Two nonlinear crystals and two corresponding filter plates are 
available such that wavelengths from 1.2 to 1.6 i^m can be covered. In order to obtain 
the highest detectivity, we can adjust to different operating modes. More details can 
be found in the user guide [2:. 
movable 
photomultiplier reflector 
r^be ^ | / f N | Y 
filter s t e p p i n g ,, i ； 1 
and motor “， 一 二 二 『 
aperture ~ ~ beam 一 motor 
I crystal lens splitter ^ I Z I I Z l ^ 
n n K > R " ~ f i ^ 
y ^ y ^ _ ^ K ^ r e f l e c t o r 
l 1 j b h ^ ^ — ^ 
Z \ trigger 
^^ "^ppl ^1Y^ photodiode 
M n y^""" 
crystal crystal H ^ .. 
ti lt translation i vertically 
I polarized 
— — i n p u t 
Fig. A3 Schematic ofthe Inradmodel 5-14LDA backgroundfree SHG autocorrelator. 
The electrical signal from the PMT is acquired through the A/D converter and 
saves as a text file. The text data obtained requires further processing (usually by 
MATLAB) to calculate the actual pulsewidth. Normally, we would use mathematical 
functions like Gaussian, Hyperbolic secant square and Lorentzian for the curve-fitting. 
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However, other special functions (e.g. single-sided exponential) would be used if 
necessary. Details can be referred to figure A4. 
Opt ica l pu lse t ra in pu lsew id th 
SHG Data p rocess ing 
autocor re la tor so f tware 
Elect ron ic « ‘ 
con t ro l le r Compu te r 
A n a l o g to d ig i ta l 
conver te r 
Fig. A4 Flowchart representing the SHG autocorrelator system for pulsewidth determination 
The detail steps of the alignment and measurement procedures for the 
autocorrelator are: 
1. Attach the cable with the 25-pin connector between the optical assembly and 
the electronic controller. 
2. Attach the NBC cable between the optical assembly and the back panel 
electronic NBC connector labeled INfPUT. 
3. Connect the SCAN and OUTPUT ports at the back panel to the A/D converter. 
4. Install nonlinear Crystal with “polarization in" arrows vertical together with 
suitable filter plate. ^ 
5. Apply the laser beam to the autocorrelator through a standard single mode 
fiber. 
6. Use a polarization controller to adjust a vertical polarization for the input 
signal. 
7. Place cover on unit. 
8. With PMT voltage tum down to zero, tum electronics on; wait for CENTER 
light. 
9. Dim the room light. Search for SHG signal by tilting the crystal and increasing 
PMT voltage. Observe through the reading shown in the front panel. 
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10. Maximize signal through crystal tilt and translation. 
11. Choose scan RANGE and RATE in the front panel of the electronic controller. 
12. Optimize scan parameters by trial and error -- RANGE, RATE, RESPONSE 
and PMT voltage. 
13. Run the data acquisition program which is written in QBASIC. 
14. Press SCAN button and obtain the autocorrelation trace. 
15. Import the text data into MATLAB for curve fitting to obtain the actual pulse 
width. 
16. I f the problem is not solved, move the unit slightly and repeat the steps again 
until the maximum signal is found at the zero delay. 
A problem we encountered in using this autocorrelator is about the measured 
pulsewidth, which is inconsistent when choosing various combinations of RANGE 
and RATE buttons to achieve different operating conditions. This implies some 
information stated in the user guide is incorrect. Hence, calibration of the 
autocorrelator becomes necessary. The apparatus we used are just a ruler and a stop 
watch. We start with the assumption of correct delay rate (we can also assume the 
scan range to be correct, but the final result did not agree with this assumption). Using 
the stop watch, we can estimate how many picosecond does the movable reflector 
swept, which represents the scan range. Then we use the ruler to measure the distance. 
(Since d = c x t , where d is the change in distance for the movable reflector; c is the 
speed of light in freespace; and x is the corresponding delay time.) After repeated 
trials with different delay rate, the correct scan ranges are found which produced 
consistent measurements with the same optical pulse. Table 2.1 compares the correct 
scan range, which is measured manually, with that stated in the user guide. 
• " " TTi 
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corrected scan range original scan range 
control value range control value range 
0 r7ps 0 1.5 ps 
1 34 ps 1 2.5 ps 
2 51 ps 2 5 ps 
3 68 ps 3 lOps 
4 85 ps 4 15 ps 
5 102 ps 5 25 ps 
6 119ps 6 50 ps 
7 136ps 7 100 ps 
8 153 ps 8 150 ps 
9 170 ps 9 170 ps 
Table A1 Comparison between the correct (left hand side) and incorrect (right hand side) scan range 
of the Inrad Model 5-14LDA autocorrelator. 
After the above adjustments, higher accuracy and flexibility are achieved for 
the autocorrelator. Notice that actual pulsewidth corresponding to the autocorrelation 
trace is deduced by using curve fitting program^ which is run under MATLAB. The 
program listing is shown in Appendix II. A sample output is shown in figure A5. 
Notice that the electrical signal given by the PMT is an inverted trace of the pulse 
profile, while the true autocorrelation trace is found after curve fitting. 
1 This programme is written by Mr. Y.C. Lee and W.H. Yung. 
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(b) 
Fig. A5 Measurement ofoptical pulse generated by gain-switching a 1.55\im DFB laser diode, (a) The 
original SHG trace from the PMT. (b) The pulse shape and the corresponding pulsewidth obtained 
after curvefitting under MATLAB. FWHMpulsewidth is 23.2 ps, assume a Lorentzianprofile. 
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Appendix II 
Curve fitting program for the 
SHG autocorrelation trace 
Fitting.m 
% Curve Fitting Program 
% function [ampUtude，mean，timecons<hfind_err(labdata); 
% function [amplitude，mean，timeconst]=fmd—err(labdata); 
% Function to find out an approximate 2nd order system from the step 
% response recorded on "labdata" 
% 







disp(['(MAKE SURE IT DOES NOT CONTAW ANY TEXT!!)']); 
name=input(Tlease input the data filename :，)； 
aa=['load ’ name ';']； 
eval(aa); 
column=l; 
temp 1 =name(length(name):-1:1); 
temp2=temp 1 (5: length(temp 1)); � 
temp3=temp2(length(temp2):-1:1); 
eval(['bb=' temp3 ';']); 
temp=bb(:,column); 
labb=temp; 
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~ ^ 




> ^»V- '•% • 八 
；：：巧 time=0; 
t=(0:r/(M-l):r); 





xO=[amp rl 20 dc]; 
opt(14)=2000; 
disp('Searching for solution, please wait ....’)； 
% Gaussian curve fitting% 
i 2 ; i [x,out]=fmins('gauss3',xO,opt); 
-••^*- '»~ tr',-j^iriS、'： 、 
ftfC % hyperbolic secant curve fitting% 
[y]=fmins('sech3',xO,opt); 









i p ® i loren mean=z(2); 
...'*•i.4,'^ J» •«,:〜 — 
2 ¾ ¾ loren_timeconst=z(3); 
: ^ ¾ ¾ ^ ; : ¾ ^ 一 
Vi^ '^T*,V^ *'' .'-T',. , 
•'."r^ '"*；^"' *•' '•' v 
、；''• r；' .•• 
% Gaussian fitted data point% 
qq=x(l)*exp(-((t-x(2))./x(3))-2.*log(2)*4)+x(4); 
% hyperbolic secant fitted data point% 
rr=y(l)*sech(1.76*(t-y(2))./y(3)).^2+y(4); 
% Lorentzian fitted data point% 





/ .- . � s4=s2/s3; 
'、> : 〈 “ •“、 
''•':?.-。•.' - 'X 
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Appendix 
Appendix II 
Curve fitting program for the 
SHG autocorrelation trace 
Fitting,m 
% Curve Fitting Program 
% function [amplitude,mean,timeconst]=find_err(labdata); 
o/o function [amplitude,mean,timeconst]=find_err(labdata); 
o/o Function to find out an approximate 2nd order system from the step 
% response recorded on "labdata" 
o/o . 






for h=l :6 
disp(['(MAKE SURE IT DOES NOT CONTAEM ANY TEXT!!)']); 
name=input('Please input the data filename :')； 
aa=['load ‘ name';']; 
eval(aa); 
column=l; 
temp 1 =name(length(name):-l: 1); 
temp2=temp 1 (5: length(temp 1)); � 
temp3=temp2(length(temp2):-l:l); 
eval(['bb=' temp3 ';']); 
temp=bb(:,column); 
labb=temp; 













xO=[amp rl 20 dc]; 
opt(14)=2000; 
disp('Searching for solution, please wait....'); 
% Gaussian curve fitting% 
[x,out]=fmins('gauss3',xO,opt); 
% hyperbolic secant curve fitting% 
[y]=fmins(’sech3’,xO，opt); 












% Gaussian fitted data point% 
qq=x(l)*exp(-((t-x(2))./x(3)).A2.*log(2)*4)+x(4); 
% hyperbolic secant fitted data point% 
rr=y( 1 )*sech( 1.76*(t-y(2))./y(3)).^2+y(4); 
% Lorentzian fitted data point% 
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subp lo t (3 ,2>) ; 
p l o t ( u , s 4 , u , v 4 , - ) 




一 — 一 一 disp(U '1) 
s ^ . ’ 一 — 一 ^ 
disp(t'Gaussmm . ,n 
, . , , s e c h : , , _ 2 s u ( s e c h — t i _ n s t n . 5 4 ® 
disp(lSech 
S : ] L - n : ’ ， - 2 s _ e — e e � — 
% c a l c u ^ t _ _ o n d e „ # e b e : : g^^^^^ 
((m*exp(-(((t-ones(size(t)) 乂⑷） 
- - 一 ( ( 二 許 _ . 一 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
, . . , , e . o . . u . ( ( y ^ ^ 
_ - e ^ r - _ _ * ( l + ( 2 * ( t - z _ z ( 3 ) ) . 2). 
% _ l a y t h e e r r o r t o s : n 
d.sp(UThe corresp. 二 二 肌 ^ 、 。 — ) ； 
disp(t'Gaussian - ， = : error)])； 
disp(t'Sech 二 ’ : - 二 二 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
disp(['Lorentzian- ,num 
. ^ . . num2str(out(lO))l) 
^ 1 一 一 一 一 . ， 
3 f ^ _ e s ^ s „ G t ^ ^ t h e i m t i a l e � _ i c n s . D 
r:;:. end 
4^'.¾ ;r'S^ :;l ；！-^..r-SaHi^5 ¾^¾¾ 
*• '^'- V . 
，劣3.:: 
:^•"^ t--^^ 一 
_ _ _ _ ^ — - ^ ' " ' ^ ^ ‘ 
..• • - '. • . . - • ‘ V 
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Gaussian,m 
% define a gaussian function 






x(2)*ones ( s ize ( t ( l :10 : l eng thW)) ) ) . /x (3 ) ) .A2*log(2)*4)+x(4) - l abb( l :10 : l eng th ( t ) ) ) .A2) ; 
Sech3.m 
% define a Lorentzian fuction 







% define a Lorentzian fuction 
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Experimental setup of figure eight laser 
• • I ‘ ‘ 
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Fig A6 Experimental layout of thefigure eight laser. 
“ m 
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•； •-.….:：.., 
Fig. A7 Experimental layout ofthefigure eight laser, including thepulse capturing systems. 
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Fig. A8 Real time pulse profile ofthe 690fs opticalpulse. The largerpulsewidth is due to the restricted 
bandwidth of the measuring system. 
— m t m a m 
g ^ g ^ ^ ^ M j ^ » | — — — 
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Fig. A9 Optical spectrum ofthe optical pulse. Notice that there exists two spectral sidebands at both 
ends of the spectrum. 
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A p p e n d i x I V 
C _ P r � — e : : -
o n e c o n d o r d e r d i s p e r s . o n , ^ D / ^ 
Second,m 
, D dD L,ofiset), 
^ s ^ S H ^ b r : 
H H H - - S ^ - _ 。 
o/o spect(.,l) co in s , _ s e ( . , " is ( km ^ , A9*sDect+timeO 
i S ， _ 2 S ^ ^ - - w — 
i S i ^ S ^ - — -
0/0 square error is re 
o/oconverttimeunitstopsinpulse 
1 / n - l e l 2 *pulse(:,l), 
p u l s e ( : , l H e i � ^ ndb 
%calculate coefficients 
a=D*L; 
H ^ S = - = — _ 
s s f e ^ n : - - — 
o/ofmd constant _ e = : r c h s t * .8:320,2))； 
E S 5 - r S ^ — ) ; 
o/ .aiculatef .nedpu>sefro.spectru. 
n=length(spect(:,D)' 
3 ^ 二 < 一 ( : 湖 - ; 
d e — d r - e » : ， _ _ ( s — : : 
f " . _ b d a + b . 一 一 邮 身 ） 
_ _ _ T j f J j ^ _ _ n 
_ | ifD>Omappulse(.,n ^“‘ 
'>、...:":.''' 








































% interpolate mapped pulse to generate pulse with same time intervals as given pulse 
nlast=length(pulse(:,l)); 
tstart=pulse(l,l); 
tstep=pulse(2,1 )-pulse( 1，1); 
tend=puise(nlast-1,1 )+tstep; 
%correct error in last point of raw data 
pulse(nlast,l)=tend; 
pulse(nlast,2)=pulse(nlast-1,2); 
% ensure range ofdelays from spectrum is wider than the pulse time scale 
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11¾ !^ ¾^  
f M nlastmap=length(mappulse(:,l)); 
( if tstart<mappulse( 1,1); % spectrum not wide enough 
tstart=tstart+tstep*ceil((mappulse( 1,1 )-tstart)/tstep); 
end; 









: . : : errsum=sum�errorpulse).A2); 
J^ ;^ -::r %plot fitted pulse with actual pulse 
•^-一义-二 1 r* 
^^ i^ m^ z clf； 
; W t plot(t-timeO,fitpulse;-',pulse(:,l)-timeO,pulse(:,2);-'); 
else 
ntruncstart=(tstart-pulse( 1,1 ))/tstep+1 ； 












vGj4:|. save fittime.txt fittedpt -ascii; 
5 : | 5 % save fitpulse.txt fittedp -ascii; 
;等.擎： save fitorigt.txt actualpt -ascii; 
¥ : ;;::::: save fitorigp.txt actualp -ascii ； 




% calculate ratio between mapped and actual pulse 
ratio=truncpulse(:,2)./fitpulse; 
%subplot(212) 




• • • - • 
::k:�t::..� end; 
- . ••• ^ 
.,.•• ：. - ' _ - - - ^ 
....』^. .**^ , ^ * ** .•:«‘ • “ ^..4-r^"-
• ;^r :“.〜：:•、：[-
.‘：;.:.>.:々 :‘-•• ;、二 
.-.^'^C -i-".>.… 
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Appendix V 
1.3 |Lim two sections DFB/TA laser diode chips 目 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — — I  1. ‘ "^^B^^B^Mjj^ 
^ B ^ ^ H 
| ^ H H U _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ~ 
Fig, AlO Semiconductor wafer showing a number ofmulti-sections laser diodes. , 
.二 - » 2 ? » » « « 0 » ^ ^”.、 ..—- , • •、 ^pTT-.yh》&.:〜’— 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p i p i v f t i i M V B i B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m i m m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ > ^ * ^ . . 】 
'^^^^^^^^^^^1^51^^¾^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*" 
Fig. A11 Comparison the size ofa single laser diode chip, with a needle eye. 
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